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Abstract

Seismic tomography of Earth’s mantle images abundant slab remnants, often located in close proximity to active subduction

systems. The impact of such remnants on the dynamics of subduction remains under explored. Here, we use simulations of

multi-material free subduction in a 3-D spherical shell geometry to examine the interaction between visco-plastic slabs and

remnants that are positioned above, within and below the mantle transition zone. Depending on their size, negatively buoyant

remnants can set up mantle flow of similar strength and length scales as that due to active subduction. As such, we find that

remnants located within a few hundred km from a slab tip can locally enhance sinking by up to a factor 2. Remnant location

influences trench motion: the trench advances towards a remnant positioned in the mantle wedge region, whereas remnants in

the sub-slab region enhance trench retreat. These motions aid in rotating the subducting slab and remnant towards each other,

reducing the distance between them, and further enhancing the positive interaction of their mantle flow fields. In this process,

the trench develops along-strike variations in shape that are dependent on the remnant’s location. Slab-remnant interactions

may explain the poor correlation between subducting plate velocities and subducting plate age found in recent plate tectonic

reconstructions. Our results imply that slab-remnant interactions affect the evolution of subducting slabs and trench geometry.

Remnant-induced downwelling may also anchor and sustain subduction systems, facilitate subduction initiation, and contribute

to plate reorganisation events.
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Key Points:8

• Subducted slab remnants can enhance the sinking velocities of actively subduct-9

ing plates by up to a factor 2.10

• Slab remnants strongly influence trench motions and the evolution of trench shape11

at subduction zones located within a few 100 to 1000 km.12

• The flow fields interact such that the slab tip and remnant approach, thus strength-13

ening mantle flow that can anchor subduction location.14
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Abstract15

Seismic tomography of Earth’s mantle images abundant slab remnants, often located in16

close proximity to active subduction systems. The impact of such remnants on the dy-17

namics of subduction remains underexplored. Here, we use simulations of multi-material18

free subduction in a 3-D spherical shell geometry to examine the interaction between visco-19

plastic slabs and remnants that are positioned above, within and below the mantle tran-20

sition zone. Depending on their size, negatively buoyant remnants can set up mantle flow21

of similar strength and length scales as that due to active subduction. As such, we find22

that remnants located within a few hundred km from a slab tip can locally enhance sink-23

ing by up to a factor 2. Remnant location influences trench motion: the trench advances24

towards a remnant positioned in the mantle wedge region, whereas remnants in the sub-25

slab region enhance trench retreat. These motions aid in rotating the subducting slab26

and remnant towards each other, reducing the distance between them, and further en-27

hancing the positive interaction of their mantle flow fields. In this process, the trench28

develops along-strike variations in shape that are dependent on the remnant’s location.29

Slab-remnant interactions may explain the poor correlation between subducting plate30

velocities and subducting plate age found in recent plate tectonic reconstructions. Our31

results imply that slab-remnant interactions affect the evolution of subducting slabs and32

trench geometry. Remnant-induced downwelling may also anchor and sustain subduc-33

tion systems, facilitate subduction initiation, and contribute to plate reorganisation events.34

Plain Language Summary35

Subduction, the process where cold oceanic lithosphere descends into the mantle,36

is a time-dependent process: old subduction zones cease while new subduction zones ini-37

tiate, in cycles of tectonic plate motions. The cessation of subduction is accompanied38

by break-off of the subducting slab from the surface plate, forming a slab remnant. The39

remnant continues sinking into the mantle and, in doing so, generates a flow field that40

may influence adjacent subduction systems. In this study, we present numerical simu-41

lations of subduction in a 3-D spherical shell domain, and examine how subduction sys-42

tems interact with a range of slab remnants. Our models show that sinking remnants43

can significantly enhance the sinking velocity of slabs within a few 100-1000 km of the44

remnants, and can influence the spatial and temporal evolution of trench shape. Our re-45

sults suggest that the existence of slab remnants may help to anchor and sustain sub-46

duction systems, and lead to an environment more favourable for the initiation of new47

subduction zones. Since such events are closely linked to reorganisations in global plate48

motions, we suggest that the location of pre-existing remnants influences tectonic plate49

movements and, potentially, super continent cycles.50

1 Introduction51

Subducting slabs are a key driver of mantle flow and surface plate motions (e.g.,52

Forsyth & Uyeda, 1975; Lithgow-Bertelloni & Richards, 1998; Becker & O’Connell, 2001).53

Images of fast seismic velocity anomalies extending to depth, alongside Earth’s long-wavelength54

geoid expression, imply that slabs regularly sink to the core-mantle-boundary (CMB),55

organising deep mantle structure as they descend (e.g. Hager, 1984; Grand et al., 1997;56

van der Hilst et al., 1997; D. R. Davies et al., 2012; Rubey et al., 2017; Ghelichkhan et57

al., 2021; D. R. Davies et al., 2023).58

Seismic observations, however, suggest that subducting slabs are very rarely con-59

tinuous over the mantle’s entire depth extent. Tomography and seismicity point towards60

a prevalence of slab gaps, slab tears and detached slab fragments across the globe. An61

abundance of slab remnants associated with recent subduction systems are imaged above62

and within the mantle transition zone (MTZ) (e.g. Li et al., 2008; Simmons et al., 2012;63

Fukao & Obayashi, 2013; Wei et al., 2015; Goes et al., 2017; van der Meer et al., 2018;64
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Lei et al., 2020), with older remnants imaged at greater depths, relating, for example,65

to former Tethyan (e.g. Grand et al., 1997; Bijwaard et al., 1998; van der Voo et al., 1999;66

Bunge et al., 2002; Replumaz et al., 2004; Hafkenscheid et al., 2006; Fukao et al., 2009;67

Becker & Faccenna, 2011; van der Meer et al., 2018) and Farallon (e.g. Grand et al., 1997;68

Bijwaard et al., 1998; van der Hilst et al., 1997; Zhao, 2004; Sigloch et al., 2008; Fukao69

et al., 2009; van der Meer et al., 2018) subduction systems.70

The existence of remnants requires slab detachment or break-off, with several mech-71

anisms proposed. In plate reorganisation events, trenches may be abandoned, with the72

connected slab eventually detaching from the surface plate (e.g., Whittaker et al., 2007;73

Matthews et al., 2012; Müller et al., 2016). The arrival of an active spreading centre or74

buoyant continental lithosphere at the trench can also induce subduction termination75

(e.g., J. H. Davies & von Blanckenburg, 1995; Wong A Ton & Wortel, 1997; Wortel &76

Spakman, 2000; Faccenna et al., 2006; Burkett & Billen, 2009; Duretz et al., 2014; Se-77

ton et al., 2015). Furthermore, the subduction of faults or buoyant anomalies can facil-78

itate slab tearing (e.g., Thorkelson & Taylor, 1989; Abratis & Wörner, 2001; Pallares et79

al., 2007), which can also occur to accommodate changes in plate geometry, as postu-80

lated for STEP faults (e.g. Thorkelson, 1996; Govers & Wortel, 2005; Obayashi et al.,81

2009). Following break off from their active subduction systems, the negative buoyancy82

and rheological properties of remnants make it likely that they continue to influence man-83

tle convection and the dynamics of nearby active subduction systems. The dynamics of84

such interactions, however, has not yet been systematically examined.85

In this paper, we investigate how actively subducting slabs interact with, and are86

influenced by slab remnants, above, within, and below the mantle transition zone. We87

focus on this depth range for two reasons: (i) whilst slabs sink through the upper man-88

tle in a few million years, they can stagnate within the MTZ for tens of millions of years89

in response to phase buoyancy, rheological complexities, and a likely viscosity increase90

at these depths (e.g. Ringwood, 1975; Christensen & Yuen, 1984; Tackley et al., 1993;91

Karato et al., 2001; Garel et al., 2014; Goes et al., 2017; Č́ıžková & Bina, 2019); and (ii)92

slab-transition zone interaction strongly affects the subduction mode and thus controls93

the surface expressions of subduction systems, for example through plate motions and94

the evolution of trench shape (e.g., Torii & Yoshioka, 2007; Ribe, 2010; Stegman et al.,95

2010; Garel et al., 2014; Goes et al., 2017; Cerpa et al., 2022).96

Slab remnants are frequently imaged around the MTZ, most in close proximity to97

active subduction systems (Figure 1). Remnants from the extensive Farallon and adja-98

cent plates have been imaged beneath North and South America (e.g. van der Lee & No-99

let, 1997; Sigloch et al., 2008; van Benthem et al., 2013). Proto-Caribbean slab fragments100

have been identified at ∼ 1000 km depth below northeastern South America by com-101

bining seismic tomography and plate reconstructions (e.g. van Benthem et al., 2013; Braszus102

et al., 2021). Tethyan slab fragments have been found over a large area, extending from103

beneath the Mediterranean to India, across a range of depths (e.g. Wortel & Spakman,104

2000; Hafkenscheid et al., 2006). South-east Asia has a complex subduction history re-105

sulting in a multitude of interacting slabs and remnants (e.g. Li et al., 2008; Hall & Spak-106

man, 2015; van der Meer et al., 2018). Proto-South China Sea Plate remnants have been107

imaged in the lower mantle beneath Northern Borneo (e.g. Zahirovic et al., 2014; Hall108

& Spakman, 2015; Wu & Suppe, 2018; Pilia et al., 2023); Wu and Suppe (2018) further109

suggest that northern remnants of the Proto-South China Sea plate are stagnating at110

the transition zone under the South China Sea, adjacent to the slab currently subduct-111

ing at the Manila trench. To the east of the region, subducted remnants of the Philip-112

pine Sea plate can be inferred from tomography at ∼ 800 km depth, in agreement with113

the reconstructed locations of major subduction zones in the region at 30Ma (e.g. Widiyan-114

toro et al., 2011; Hall & Spakman, 2015). A relic of the Kula slab is interpreted to be115

stagnating above the transition zone beneath the Bering Sea, just to the north of where116

the Pacific Plate subducts at the Aleutian trench (e.g. Gorbatov et al., 2000; van der117
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Figure 1. P-wave velocity anomalies at 660 km depth from UU-P07 tomography model

(Amaru, 2007). Whole mantle cross-sections of Tethyan, Kula, Farallon, and Melanesia slab

remnants are illustrated in clockwise order from top left. Dashed lines in cross-sections mark 410,

660, and 1000 km depth,respectively.

Meer et al., 2018). Flat lying slab remnants in the transition zone, proposed to be from118

Paleogene Pacific subduction at the Melanesia Arc, have been imaged in close proxim-119

ity to current Tongan subduction (e.g. Hall & Spakman, 2002; Pysklywec et al., 2003).120

There are, therefore, many examples of slabs subducting into a region of the mantle with121

pre-existing remnants.122

The most often discussed effect of remnants on subduction systems is tectonic plate123

reorganisation. Pysklywec and Ishii (2005) studied the effect of slab remnants on the dy-124

namics of active subduction using a suite of 2-D numerical models, finding that they can125

either drive trench retreat or induce slab detachment and a reversal of subduction po-126

larity, depending on remnant location relative to the trench. This mechanism may con-127

tribute to tectonic plate reorganisation events, where Pysklywec et al. (2003) suggest that128

the subducted Tonga slab may have caused detachment of the Vitiaz slab and initiation129

of subduction at the New Hebrides Trench. It has also been suggested that remnant-induced130

downwelling flow may play a role in subduction initiation (Crameri et al., 2020), that131

mantle flow induced by slab remnants influences the dip of adjacent subduction systems132

(Hu & Gurnis, 2020), and that the flow-field driven by remnants may facilitate the open-133

ing of intra-plate basins (e.g., Pysklywec & Mitrovica, 1999; Capitanio et al., 2009; Yang134

et al., 2018). Remnants also play a role in driving and modulating large-scale mantle flow,135

which will ultimately influence the dip and orientation of subducting slabs, trench mi-136

gration rates and upper plate deformation (e.g., Hager & O’Connell, 1979; Husson, 2012;137

Ficini et al., 2017; Chertova et al., 2018; Stotz et al., 2018; Holt & Royden, 2020). De-138

spite this, a systematic study into how the dynamics of subduction are influenced by slab139

remnants (and vice versa) has not yet been undertaken. Furthermore, the effects of a140

3-D spherical shell domain, which constrains the space available for mantle flow (F. Chen141

et al., 2022a), on slab-remnant interaction, have not previously been considered.142

In this study, we fill this gap by investigating the effect of slab remnants on the dy-143

namics of subducting slabs and the evolution of subduction systems in a 3-D spherical144

shell domain. We build on seismic tomography observations of remnant slabs (e.g., Li145

et al., 2008; van der Meer et al., 2018) and previous models (e.g. Pysklywec & Ishii, 2005),146

and simulate the interaction between remnant slabs and subduction zones through a suite147
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of 3-D spherical shell cases, using the modelling approach developed in F. Chen et al.148

(2022a, 2022b).149

Like freely subducting slabs (Capitanio et al., 2007; Ribe, 2010), remnants act as150

Stokes sinkers, as they have viscosities that are orders of magnitude higher than the sur-151

rounding mantle limiting their deformation (e.g., Jarvis & Lowman, 2007; Quéré et al.,152

2013). The velocity of slab-like vertical ellipsoid Stokes sinkers depends on their shape,153

density and the viscosity of surrounding material as follows (Capitanio et al., 2007):154

vStokes =
hL∆ρ

12
√
2µ

× W

L
× 1

1 + log(WL )
(1)

where ∆ρ is the density difference between slab/remnant and the adjacent mantle, µ is155

the viscosity of the surrounding mantle, and h,W, and L are plate thickness, along-strike156

width and down-dip length, respectively. We vary remnant density, shape and size, al-157

lowing us to examine the impact of remnants with different sinking velocities and asso-158

ciated mantle flow fields. Subducting slabs set up significant mantle flow around them159

to distances of approximately slab half width, up to 1000-1500 km in along-strike direc-160

tion and on the order of their slab length in trench-perpendicular directions (distances161

dependent on mantle viscosity) (Piromallo et al., 2006; Schellart et al., 2007; F. Chen162

et al., 2022b). Sinking remnant slabs are expected to set up mantle flow of similar flow163

strength and scales. The flow regime induced by a sinking remnant will thus exert forces164

on nearby subduction systems, the impact of which not only depends on remnant prop-165

erties, but also on remnant location relative to the subducting plate. Accordingly, we166

also vary remnant location and orientation relative to the trench, placing remnants at167

different distances from the slab, below the mantle wedge, the slab tip, and the sub-slab168

regions. In addition, to isolate the role of remnant buoyancy, we examine whether the169

presence of a purely viscous remnant (i.e. a remnant with no buoyancy anomaly rela-170

tive to adjacent mantle) can alter the flow regime and dynamics of an active subduction171

system.172

In the following sections, we first describe the setup of our numerical models, in-173

cluding the governing equations, the initial geometric configurations, boundary condi-174

tions and material properties, and summarise the different cases examined. We then quan-175

titatively analyse our models to reveal: (i) how remnant density influences the dynam-176

ics of adjacent subduction zones; (ii) how remnant location and orientation modulate their177

effects; and (iii) how remnants of different dimensions influence trenches of different width.178

We end by discussing the implications of our results, and explore their applicability for179

understanding interactions between slab remnants and active subduction zones on Earth.180

2 Computational Approach181

2.1 Governing Equations and Numerical Strategy182

We simulate free subduction of a composite visco-plastic plate into ambient under-183

lying mantle inside a 3-D spherical shell domain using a multi material approach. In cases184

where we can exploit the symmetry of the system, our simulations are undertaken in a185

hemispherical shell, following F. Chen et al. (2022b). Assuming incompressibility, the186

governing equations for this problem are the continuity equation,187

∇ · u = 0, (2)188

the conservation of momentum equation at infinite Prandtl number,189

−∇p+∇ ·
[
µ
(
∇u+ (∇u)

T
)]

= g∆ρΓk̂ (3)190
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and an advection equation for tracking different materials,191

∂Γ

∂t
+ u · ∇Γ = 0, (4)192

In the above equations, u represents velocity, p pressure, µ viscosity, ρ density, g grav-
itational acceleration, k̂ the unit vector in the direction opposite to gravity, and Γ the
material volume fraction (Γ = 1 in a region occupied by a given material and Γ = 0
elsewhere). At material interfaces, the average viscosity is calculated through a geomet-
ric mean,

µave = µΓ1
1 µΓ2

2 , (5)

where µi is the viscosity of material i, and Γi is the relative volume fraction of material193

i in the vicinity of the finite-element node at which the effective viscosity µave is needed.194

Simulations are undertaken using Fluidity (e.g., D. R. Davies et al., 2011; Kramer195

et al., 2012; Le Voci et al., 2014; D. R. Davies et al., 2016; Kramer, Davies, & Wilson,196

2021), an adaptive, anisotropic, unstructured-mesh finite element and control volume com-197

putational modelling framework, capable of efficiently simulating multi-material whole-198

mantle visco-plastic (Tosi et al., 2015) subduction in spherical shell geometries (F. Chen199

et al., 2022a, 2022b). Fluidity’s adaptive mesh capabilities allow our simulations to achieve200

a local resolution of ∼ 3 km in regions of dynamical significance, with coarser resolu-201

tion of up to ∼ 300 km elsewhere.202

The importance of sphericity in simulating the dynamics of subduction, particu-203

larly for wider subduction systems, has been demonstrated by F. Chen et al. (2022a),204

who identify two key limitations of Cartesian compared to spherical models: (i) the pres-205

ence of sidewall boundaries in Cartesian models, which modify the flow regime; and (ii)206

the reduction of space with depth in spherical shells, alongside the radial gravity direc-207

tion, which cannot be captured in Cartesian domains. This motivates the use of spher-208

ical models herein.209

2.2 Geometry, Boundary Conditions and Material Properties210

The configuration of our reference models without remnants (cases W2400 and W4800)211

follows the setup of F. Chen et al. (2022a) for a subducting plate with plate buoyancy212

and thickness in the mid-range for natural subduction (cases S W2400 and S W4800,213

respectively). Simulations are undertaken in a hemispherical shell domain (thus exploit-214

ing the symmetry of the system to halve the computational domain’s extent) with outer215

and inner radii that correspond to Earth’s surface and CMB (Figure 2a). A free-surface216

boundary condition is applied on the outer surface, with free-slip conditions on the sym-217

metric mid-plane and CMB. Gravity points radially towards the centre of the sphere.218

A factor of 50 viscosity increase is included at 660 km depth. Parameters common to all219

simulations are listed in Table 1.220

The subducting plate has length L = 2200 km, thickness h = 70 km and a den-
sity contrast with adjacent mantle of ∆ρ = 80 kg m−3. Highly viscous side plates that
cover the entire domain adjacent to the subducting plate are required to prevent the un-
desired narrowing effect on the subducting plate from shallow lateral flow (as in Holt et
al., 2017). The initial slab tip geometry is prescribed with a bending radius of 250 km
and an angle of 77◦ (Figure 2b), following F. Chen et al. (2022b). The subducting litho-
sphere is a composite plate comprising a core isoviscous layer (thickness hc = 30 km)
embedded in upper and lower visco-plastic layers with viscosities following a von Mises
law, building on OzBench et al. (2008). Upper and lower plates are assigned the min-
imum viscosity between the Newtonian viscosity µNewt and an effective von Mises vis-
cosity µvM, such that purely viscous deformation occurs when the second invariant of
the stress tensor τII = 2µε̇II (where ε̇II is the second invariant of strain rate tensor) is
below the critical yield stress, τyield. The effective viscosity of visco-plastic layers is given

–6–
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Table 1. Parameters common to all simulations.

Parameter Symbol Value

Gravitational acceleration g 10 m s−2

Characteristic depth (whole mantle) H 2890 km
Depth of upper mantle Hum 660 km
Plate thickness h 70 km
Core plate thickness hc 30 km
Plate length L 2200 km
Remnant thickness hrem 70 km
Remnant length Lrem 400 km
Upper mantle reference viscosity µum 2.0× 1020 Pa s
Lower mantle reference viscosity µlm 50× µum

Core plate viscosity µcp 100× µum

Initial viscosity of visco-plastic layer µNewt 100× µum

Side plate viscosity µsp 1000× µum

Remnant viscosity µrem 100× µum

Mantle density ρ 3300 kgm−3

Plate density contrast ∆ρ 80 kgm−3

Yield stress τyield 100 MPa

by:

µvM =

{
τII
2ε̇II

, if τ < τyield
τyield
2ε̇II

, if τ ≥ τyield
(6)

We simulate a wide-range of remnant cases, assuming a region of pre-existing iso-221

viscous plate-like material in the mantle with a thickness (hrem) of 70 km and a length222

(Lrem) of 400 km. For symmetric cases, remnants are designed to either have the same,223

or half, the subducting plate width, as illustrated in Figure 2(c). The remnant can be224

horizontally (Figure 2d) or radially oriented (Figure 2e). When horizontally oriented,225

remnants can occupy three positions: (a) sub-slab, where the remnant is offset 500 km226

laterally from the initial trench location beneath the downgoing plate (at a horizontal227

distance of ∼700 km from the slab tip); (b) under, where the remnant is placed directly228

below the initial trench location; and (c) wedge, where the remnant is offset 500 km from229

the initial trench in the mantle wedge direction (at a horizontal distance of ∼300 km from230

the slab tip: Figure 2d). In asymmetric cases, remnants are horizontally oriented in ei-231

ther the under or wedge location, with the key difference being that the centre of the232

remnant is not aligned with the centre of the subducting plate, as illustrated in Figure233

2(g/h).234

2.3 Cases Examined and Quantitative Model Diagnostics235

We investigate a total of 17 cases, 15 of which are symmetric, with varying plate236

width (w), remnant width (wrem), remnant orientation, remnant position, remnant depth237

(Drem – denoting its deepest point), and density contrast between remnant and ambi-238

ent mantle (∆ρrem). In the following sections, the widths specified refer to the full widths239

of the plate or remnant, but in practice, for symmetric cases, we only simulate half of240

the width.241

Our choice of reference plate widths of 2400 and 4800 km is motivated by results242

from F. Chen et al. (2022b), which show that at a width of 2400 km the subducting slab243

behaves relatively uniformly along-strike, but at a width of 4800 km the trench devel-244

ops a ‘W’-shaped curvature and slab morphology varies along-strike (see Figures 8 and245

–7–
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Full-Width Remnant

Sub-slab
Wedge

Under

Half-Width Remnant

Radial

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e)

(f)
(g)

(h)Side Plate

Asym_Under_Neutral

Asym_Wedge_Negative

Figure 2. Simulation setup for (a–e) symmetric cases modelled in a hemispherical shell do-

main and (f–h) asymmetric cases modelled in a full spherical shell domain: (a) Hemispherical

shell domain setup, where the domain is bounded by the symmetry plane of the system, whilst

bottom and top (inner and outer) boundaries approximate Earth’s core-mantle-boundary and

surface, respectively; (b) Initial slab tip geometry of our layered visco-plastic plates; (c) Front

view of full-width and half-width remnant configurations with respect to the width of the sub-

ducting plate; (d) Side view of positions of horizontally oriented remnants, in the sub-slab region,

under the initial trench location, and in the mantle wedge region; (e) Side view of the config-

uration of a radially oriented remnant; (f) Spherical shell domain setup, with two side plates

covering the domain adjacent to the subducting plate; (g) Front view of remnant location in case

Asym Under Neutral; (h) Front view of remnant location in case Asym Wedge Negative.

10 in Section 3 below). For horizontal remnants, the majority of the cases have an ini-246
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Table 2. Simulations examined and associated parameter values. w = slab width; wrem = rem-

nant width; Drem =remnant depth; ∆ρrem =density contrast between remnant and ambient man-

tle.

Case w (km) wrem (km) Orientation Drem (km) Position ∆ρrem (kg m−3)

Symmetric

W2400 2400 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
W2400 Neutral 2400 2400 Horizontal 660 Wedge 0
W2400 Wedge 2400 2400 Horizontal 660 Wedge 80
W2400 Subslab 2400 2400 Horizontal 660 Sub-slab 80
W2400 Under 2400 2400 Horizontal 660 Under 80
W2400 Under 1000 2400 2400 Horizontal 1000 Under 80
W2400 Radial 2400 2400 Radial 700 Wedge 80
W2400 Wedge half 2400 1200 Horizontal 660 Wedge 80
W2400 Subslab half 2400 1200 Horizontal 660 Sub-slab 80
W4800 4800 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
W4800 Wedge 4800 4800 Horizontal 660 Wedge 80
W4800 Subslab 4800 4800 Horizontal 660 Sub-slab 80
W4800 Under 4800 4800 Horizontal 660 Under 80
W4800 Wedge half 4800 2400 Horizontal 660 Wedge 80
W4800 Subslab half 4800 2400 Horizontal 660 Subslab 80

Asymmetric

Asym Under Neutral 4800 2400 Horizontal 660 Under 0
Asym Wedge Negative 4800 2400 Horizontal 660 Wedge 80

tial remnant depth of 660 km, sitting on the mantle transition zone where slab stagna-247

tion is commonly observed (e.g., Gorbatov et al., 2000; Fukao et al., 2009; van der Meer248

et al., 2018; Wu & Suppe, 2018). An additional case with a remnant depth of 1000 km249

is also examined to investigate the effect of deeper remnants (e.g., Fukao & Obayashi,250

2013; Zahirovic et al., 2014; van der Meer et al., 2018; Braszus et al., 2021). The radi-251

ally oriented remnant is placed between 300 and 700 km depth, in close proximity with252

the slab. While most remnants have the same density contrast with ambient mantle as253

our subducting plates, we have also simulated a neutrally buoyant remnant to investi-254

gate the effect of a purely viscous anomaly. All cases, and their associated parameter val-255

ues, are listed in Table 2.256

As Earth’s subduction systems and their interactions with remnant slabs are rarely257

symmetric, we design two additional asymmetric cases that utilise the full spherical shell258

domain and illustrate the complexity of slab-remnant interactions under these scenar-259

ios. Case Asym Under Neutral has a neutral horizontally-oriented remnant at 660 km260

depth, beneath the initial trench location under half of the 4800 km wide subducting plate,261

as illustrated in Figure 2(g). Case Asym Wedge Negative has a negatively buoyant rem-262

nant of 2400 km width in the wedge location, with the centre of the remnant aligned to263

the edge of the 4800 km wide subducting plate, and thus extending beyond the slab edge264

(Figure 2h). While a more complete and systematic examination of different combina-265

tions of remnant properties and locations is required to fully quantify the impact of rem-266

nants on subduction zones, due to the computational costs of our simulations, we focus267

on two demonstrative asymmetric cases. Nonetheless, these cases show how the asym-268

metric interaction between slabs and remnants alters the subduction process, providing269

a basis for future studies.270
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We calculate several diagnostic outputs to quantify slab-remnant interactions. When271

doing so, the boundary of the slab is defined by the 0.5 contour of the plate material vol-272

ume fraction (material volume fraction = 1 when the material is plate, 0 otherwise). Based273

on this contour, we extract the slab tip depth, the trench location and the trailing edge274

position, as well as rates of slab descent, trench retreat and plate advance. We calculate275

the average slab dip in the upper mantle from the surface to 650 km depth by approx-276

imating the geometry of the slab to be linear and comparing the difference in lateral po-277

sitions over this depth range, with respect to the direction of gravity at the slab centre278

at 325 km depth. Similarly, remnant depth and velocity are extracted using the 0.5 con-279

tour of the remnant material volume fraction. The angular distance between slab and280

remnant is defined as the minimum difference in longitude between the deepest point of281

the remnant and the portion of the downgoing plate that is below 250 km depth. Mea-282

surements are taken at the symmetry plane unless otherwise specified. We also trace the283

evolution of trench geometry relative to the initial trench shape.284

3 Results285

In the following sections we first investigate the role of remnant density by com-286

paring cases W2400 Neutral and W2400 Wedge with their W2400 reference case. Next,287

we explore the influence of different remnant locations and orientations, before exam-288

ining the effect of remnant size on narrow (2400 km) and wide (4800 km) subduction zones289

with a focus on the evolution of trench shape. With a general understanding of how rem-290

nant properties influence the evolution of subducting systems from symmetric cases, we291

evaluate two asymmetrical cases with different remnant location and density, highlight-292

ing some of the main effects that remnants can have on subduction dynamics.293

3.1 Role of Remnant Density294

The reference case, W2400, has a plate width that is close to Earth’s mean trench295

length at the present day (e.g. Heuret et al., 2007; Müller et al., 2016; F. Chen et al.,296

2022b). At this width, the slab remains reasonably uniform in its along-strike morphol-297

ogy as it descends, with its temporal evolution and corresponding cross-sectional flow298

field at the symmetry plane displayed in Figure 3(a). During the initial phase of sub-299

duction, the slab tip steepens, and two poloidal flow cells develop in the mantle wedge300

and sub-slab regions, over a distance similar to the depth of the upper mantle and length301

of the slab (as in Piromallo et al. (2006)). These poloidal cells flow from regions of high302

pressure towards regions of low pressure, as illustrated in Figure 4(a). During the up-303

per mantle sinking phase, the trench retreats steadily and accounts for ∼ 30% of total304

subduction, with the remainder accommodated via trailing edge advance (Figure 5b,c,d).305

Following interaction with the viscosity jump at 660 km depth, flow velocities in the wedge306

poloidal cell diminish as the slab tip deflects and sinks into the more viscous lower man-307

tle (Figure 3a). At the same time, mantle material flows across the transition zone into308

the lower mantle, into a higher pressure region beneath the slab tip (Figure 4a). At this309

point, the slab sinking rate reduces from its free upper-mantle Stokes velocity of ∼ 9 cm/yr310

to a substantially lower velocity of ∼ 3 cm/yr (Figure 5a,e), as the upper mantle por-311

tion of the slab steepens and develops buckling folds (Figure 3a, 5f).312

When a neutrally buoyant remnant is placed in the wedge region at 660 km depth313

(case W2400 Neutral, red dashed line in Figure 5), we find that slab tip depth, trailing314

edge advance, slab sinking rate and upper mantle dip angle diagnostics are similar to the315

W2400 case (Figure 5a,c,e,f). W2400 Neutral displays a slightly increased trench retreat316

velocity (Figure 5b,d), which is also evident from the increased velocity amplitude of the317

sub-slab poloidal flow cell (Figure 3a,b). Upon slab transition-zone interaction, the vis-318

cous remnant in front of the slab tip hinders slab tip advance, leading to more retreat319

as the slab adjusts to maintain its sinking rate (Figure 5b), resulting in a shorter deflected320
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Figure 3. Snapshots illustrating the spatio-temporal evolution of slab morphology through

the viscosity field (top), and poloidal flow cells in the mantle wedge and sub-slab regions (bot-

tom) at simulation times of 4 8 and 12Myr for cases: (a) W2400; (b) W2400 Neutral; and (c)

W2400 Wedge, respectively. The largest arrow in the bottom panels represents a velocity magni-

tude of 9.6 cm/yr.

slab tip. The neutrally buoyant remnant remains close to its initial location until it is321

pulled into the lower mantle and towards the subducting slab via slab induced flow (Fig-322

ure 5g,h,i), initially sinking at the side closest to the subducting plate (Figure 3b). De-323

spite these subtle differences in the flow regime, the pressure field in the case with a neu-324

trally buoyant remnant is similar to the reference case (Figure 4b).325

Case W2400 Wedge (continuous red line in Figure 5) illustrates the effect of a neg-326

atively buoyant remnant in the mantle wedge region above the transition zone. The rem-327

nant’s negative buoyancy drives downwelling flow, leaving in its wake a low pressure re-328
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2 Myr 4 Myr 8 Myr 12 Myr

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Evolution of pressure field at the symmetry plane at simulation times of 2, 4, 8 and

12Myr, respectively, for cases: (a) W2400; (b) W2400 Neutral; and (c) W2400 Wedge. Arrows

indicate the direction and magnitude of velocity up to 9.6 cm/yr.

gion of similar size and strength (Figure 4c) as that of the slab once it penetrates into329

the lower mantle (Figure 4a). The slab is pulled towards this low pressure area, increas-330

ing the slab descent velocity and trailing edge advance rate relative to the reference case331

(Figure 5a,c,e), and forcing the slab into an advancing regime (negative trench retreat)332

with a steep upper mantle dip angle (Figure 5b,d,f). Remnant induced downwelling pulls333

material across the MTZ long before the arrival of slab material at 660 km depth, which334

differs from the two previous cases analysed (Figure 4c), whilst also modifying the man-335

tle wedge and sub-slab poloidal flow cells (Figure 3c). The remnant’s initial sinking ve-336

locity is similar in magnitude as that of the slab once it enters the lower mantle, as ex-337

pected from the similar size and density contrast of the slab and remnant. Over the du-338

ration of our simulation, the remnants’ sinking velocity increases from 3 to 3.5 cm/yr.339

Beyond the initial phase of subduction, the angular distance between the plate and rem-340

nant decreases over time, increasingly aligning the flow fields induced by the slab and341

remnant (Figure 5h,i).342

These cases demonstrate some of the impacts of remnants on the evolution of sub-343

duction systems. Even in the absence of buoyancy anomalies, highly viscous material can344

modulate the flow regime, altering the dynamics and morphology of adjacent descend-345

ing slabs. Negatively buoyant remnants drive downward flow, aiding the descent of ad-346

jacent downgoing slabs. At the same time, slabs aid the descent of remnants. Over time,347

the remnant and slab move towards each other, resulting in an increase in velocity of both348

as the lateral distance between them reduces (Figure 5e,h,i).349

3.2 Role of Remnant Location and Orientation350

We next compare simulations where identical remnants (geometry, volume, den-351

sity and viscosity) are placed in different positions with respect to case W2400, to in-352

vestigate the effect of remnant location and orientation. Cases W2400 Wedge, W2400 Subslab353

and W2400 Under simulate horizontal remnants at varying lateral distances from the ini-354

tial trench position, and at different positions within the asymmetric flow field set up355

behind and in front of the subducting slab. We compare cases W2400 Under and W2400 Under 1000356
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Figure 5. Comparisons between simulations of a 2400 km wide plate with 2400 km wide rem-

nants with different properties, locations and orientations: (a) slab tip depth as a function of

time, where the upper–lower mantle boundary is indicated by the black dotted line at 660 km

depth; (b) amount of trench retreat; (c) amount of plate advance, measured at the plate’s trailing

edge; (d) ratio of trench retreat to total descent, which is the sum of trench retreat and trailing

edge advance; (e) slab sinking velocity; (f) average slab dip in the upper mantle, with the black

dashed line indicating a vertical slab with dip angle of 90◦; (g) remnant depth; (h) remnant sink-

ing velocity; and (i) the minimum angular distance between subducting slab tip and the deepest

point of the remnant. Triangles indicate the time of first slab tip interaction with the viscosity

jump at 660 km depth. All measurements are taken at the symmetry plane.

to investigate how the depth of the remnant modulates its influence on the subducting357

slab. Comparisons between cases W2400 Wedge (horizontally oriented remnant) and W2400 Radial358

(radially oriented remnant) highlight how remnant orientation influences interaction with359

adjacent subducting systems. Remnants of similar mass and shape should set up sim-360

ilar Stokes–sinking mantle flow fields around them, but radially oriented remnants would361

be expected to experience somewhat lower drag than horizontally oriented remnants in362

the gravity driven flow.363

Case W2400 Subslab, where the negatively buoyant remnant is placed in the sub-364

slab region above the transition zone, displays the greatest rate of trench retreat across365
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Figure 6. Slab morphology, illustrated by the viscosity field at the symmetric mid-plane at

12Myr, for cases with 2400 km-wide plates with equally wide remnants: (a) W2400 (reference

case); (b) W2400 Radial; (c) W2400 Wedge; (d) W2400 Subslab; (e) W2400 Under; and (f)

W2400 Under 1000.

all 2400 km wide simulations considered, accounting for ∼ 40% of total subduction (Fig-366

ure 5b,d). The upper mantle portion of the slab has a shallower dip angle than the ref-367

erence case and displays minimal vertical folding (Figures 5f and 6d). Although the rem-368

nant sinks at a velocity close to the remnant of case W2400 Wedge (Figure 5g,h), the369

slab displays the slowest sinking and trailing edge advance velocities of all 2400-km wide370

cases considered with negatively buoyant remnants (Figure 5a,c,e). The remnants in cases371

W2400 Subslab and W2400 Wedge are equidistant from the initial trench location, but372

in case W2400 Subslab it is further away from the slab tip (Figure 5i). Nonetheless, the373

remnant is able to pull the slab laterally, evidenced through enhanced trench retreat rates374

(towards the remnant) and a reduced angular distance of ∼ 4◦ between remnant and375

slab (Figure 5i).376

A negatively buoyant remnant is placed directly below the initial trench location377

in case W2400 Under. In this scenario, we observe the fastest sinking velocities for both378

the subducting plate and the remnant across all 2400-km cases cases considered (Fig-379

ure 5a,e,g,h) as the mantle flow fields set up by the slab and remnant most effectively380

enhance each other. Trench retreat is reduced relative to the reference case, but trail-381

ing edge advance is the largest of all cases considered, accounting for more than 80% of382

total subduction (Figure 5b,c,d). The slab has a steep angle (greater than 69◦ through-383

out the simulation, Figure 5f) and, as a result, slab tip deflection at the transition zone384

is reduced (Figure 6e). The angular distance between the slab tip and the remnant re-385
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Figure 7. Comparisons of: (a) differences in sinking velocity relative to the reference W2400

case (measured when the slab tip is at the same depth) – values above 0 indicate that the pres-

ence of the remnant increases slab sinking velocities; (b) remnant sinking velocities, as a function

of angular distance between remnant and slab tip.

duces initially, as the slab tip rotates towards the remnant; once their angular distance386

is 0◦ (i.e., the descending slab is radially above the deepest point of remnant), the slab387

and remnant move in the same radial direction. We note that when the remnant is placed388

deeper, 1000 km below the trench (case W2400 Under 1000), its influence on the slab is389

reduced, although general trends for each diagnostic are similar to Case W2400 Under.390

In case W2400 Radial, the remnant is oriented radially in the mantle wedge be-391

tween 300 and 700 km depth, 500 km away from the initial trench position. The orien-392

tation and location of the remnant in closer proximity to the descending slab and a some-393

what stronger remnant flow field drive an increase in trench advance and the slab’s up-394

per mantle dip angle compared with the W2400 Wedge case. Indeed, of all 2400-km wide395

cases considered, this displays the most trench advance and the steepest upper mantle396

slab dip angle (Figure 5b,d,f), albeit with a similar slab sinking velocity and plate ad-397

vance velocity to its horizontal counterpart, W2400 Wedge (Figure 5a,c,e). The angu-398

lar distance between the slab and remnant remains stable after slab transition zone in-399

teraction, whereas in the horizontal W2400Wedge case, the angular distance continues400

to reduce (Figure 5i). At this stage of model evolution, the radial remnant and slab are401

descending in their respective radial directions towards the centre of the sphere, hence402

there is no longer any effective lateral flow pulling them towards each other (Figure 6b).403

Horizontal remnants in W2400 Wedge and W2400 Subslab cases rotate towards the de-404

scending slab so that their angular distances reduce while the slab also moves towards405

the remnant either through advance or retreat.406

The distance between the remnant and the subducting slab plays an important role407

in determining remnant impact on the subduction process. As shown in Figure 7(a), neg-408

atively buoyant remnants can increase slab sinking velocities even when displaced hor-409

izontally ∼ 1000 km from the slab tip, with an increase in sinking velocity of ∼ 0.5 to410

∼ 1.0 cm/yr relative to the reference case in Case W2400 Subslab, at an angular dis-411

tance of 8◦. Cases W2400 Wedge, W2400 Under and W2400 Under 1000 demonstrate412

that the increase in slab sinking velocity relative to the reference case is proportional to413
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the proximity of a negatively buoyant remnant, with relative sinking velocities generally414

increasing as the slab-remnant distance decreases, as slab and remnant flow fields align415

more closely. Where distances between the remnant and slab are less than 100-200 km,416

sinking velocities can be enhanced by up to a factor of 2 (see also Figure 5e). A com-417

parable effect is also measured for the remnant, as shown in Figure 7(b), where all rem-418

nants exhibit higher sinking velocities as they approach the subducting slab.419

These cases demonstrate that, for a given buoyancy anomaly, the proximity of a420

remnant to a subducting slab (both laterally and radially) controls its ability to accel-421

erate slab descent. Furthermore, more energy is expended on horizontal transportation422

and/or rotation of the downgoing slab when the lateral distance between remnant and423

slab increases. If the remnant is located in front of a subducting slab, the slab tends to424

advance and steepen, but if the remnant is located behind the subducting slab, beneath425

the downgoing plate, the trench retreats to reduce the distance between slab and rem-426

nant. Downgoing flow from the descending slab also rotates horizontal remnants towards427

the slab, reducing the angular distance between them. These motions lead to increas-428

ing alignment of the flow set up by the slab and remnant. As a result, when the rem-429

nant and slab are oriented radially in the direction of gravity, further rotations or lat-430

eral movements are minimal, with their angular distance unchanged for the remainder431

of their descent.432
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W2400 Wedge half, W2400 Subslab, W2400 Subslab half at simulation times of: (a) 4Myr; (b)

8Myr; and (c) 12Myr.
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Figure 9. Comparisons between simulations of a 2400 km wide plate with remnants of differ-

ent widths and positions: (a) slab tip depth as a function of time, where the upper–lower mantle

boundary is indicated by the black dotted line at 660 km depth; (b) amount of trench retreat;

(c) amount of plate advance, measured at the plate’s trailing edge; (d) ratio of trench retreat

to total descent, which is the sum of trench retreat and trailing edge advance; (e) slab sinking

velocity; (f) average slab dip in the upper mantle, with the black dashed line indicating a vertical

slab with dip angle of 90◦; (g) remnant depth; (h) remnant sinking velocity; and (i) the minimum

angular distance between subducting slab tip and the deepest point of the remnant. Triangles

indicate the time of first slab tip transition-zone interaction. All measurements are taken at the

symmetry plane.

3.3 Role of Remnant Size and Slab Width433

Subduction zones develop curvatures at their edges due to toroidal flow around the434

slab. The evolution of trench shape depends on plate age and width: narrow plates tend435

to develop ‘C’-shaped trenches, where the trench retreats most at the centre, while wider436

plates tend towards developing ‘W’-shaped curvatures, where trench retreat is lower at437

the centre and the edges of the slab (e.g., Schellart et al., 2007; F. Chen et al., 2022b).438

Here, we examine the influence of remnants for cases with plate widths of 2400 and 4800 km,439

which develop ‘C’ and ‘W’-shaped trenches in their reference cases, respectively (W2400440

and W4800: Figures 8 and 10).441
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3.3.1 Influence on 2400-km wide slabs442

Our previous work demonstrates that trenches consistently develop an elongated443

‘C’-shape for 2400 km wide slabs (F. Chen et al., 2022b). In cases W2400 Wedge and444

W2400 Subslab, the addition of a full-width remnant does not modify predicted ‘C’-shaped445

trench curvature (Figure 8), despite influencing trench motions, as discussed in Section446

3.2.447

To examine the influence of smaller remnants, we investigate two additional cases448

with remnant widths that are half of the plate width, positioned beneath the centre of449

the trench. The half-width remnant in Case W2400 Wedge half has a lower sinking ve-450

locity (maximum of ∼ 3.2 cm/yr) than its full-width remnant counterpart (maximum451

of ∼ 3.6 cm/yr – Figure 9h) and, hence, drives less of an increase in slab descent veloc-452

ity. As a result, relative to its full-width equivalent, the slab sinks slower with less trail-453

ing edge advance, at a shallower dip angle (Figure 9a,c,f). The half-width remnant is also454

less able to pull the slab towards it. As a result, despite significantly reduced trench re-455

treat rates compared to case W2400, the trench remains in a retreating regime, rather456

than entering the advancing regime of case W2400 Wedge (Figure 9b,d). While the an-457

gular distance between the half-width remnant and the centre of the plate reduces (Fig-458

ure 9i), no significant curvature develops along the trench (Figure 8).459

The half-width remnant in Case W2400 Subslab half drives a similar response to460

Case W2400 Wedge half, with its influence on the subducting plate less than its corre-461

sponding full-width case, W2400 Subslab. Due to the lower remnant sinking velocity (max-462

imum of ∼ 3.3 cm/yr versus ∼ 3.9 cm/yr in W2400 Subslab), the slab in W2400 Subslab half463

sinks slower, whilst trench retreat and trailing edge advance also reduce (Figure 9), with464

a negligible influence on trench curvature.465

Thus, smaller remnants have less of an influence on the descending slab than full-466

width remnants. This is in line with expectations from their Stokes sinking velocities (Eq.467

1). On 2400-km wide cases that tend to develop ‘C’-shaped trenches, such remnants are468

unable to generate sufficient pull to overcome the bending resistance of the subducting469

plate, with trench shape remaining similar to corresponding reference cases.470

3.3.2 Influence on 4800-km wide slabs471

At a plate width of 4800 km, the reference case (W4800) develops a ‘W’-shaped trench472

(‘S’-shaped in the halved domain, Figure 10) with the centre of the trench stagnating473

at its initial location. In this section, we examine the effects of full-width remnants via474

cases W4800 Under, W4800 Wedge, and W4800 Subslab; and half-width remnants via475

cases W4800 Wedge half and W4800 Subslab half.476

Similar to case W2400 Under, where the remnant is placed directly beneath the477

trench, case W4800 Under also displays the fastest descent velocities for both the sub-478

ducting slab and the remnant over all 4800 km wide cases considered (Figure 11a,e,g,h).479

As in its 2400 km wide equivalent, this case displays elevated trailing edge advance and480

a steeper upper mantle dip angle compared to its reference case (Figure 11c,f). The trench481

advances from its initial location (Figure 11b), with the ‘W’-shaped curvature less promi-482

nent compared to the reference case (Figure 10, Figure 12a,b).483

The full-width remnant in case W4800 Wedge drives significant trench advance and484

steepening of the subducting slab (Figure 11b,d,f). Trench curvature is reduced relative485

to the reference case (Figure 10), and slab morphology becomes more uniform along strike486

(Figure 12c). The half-width remnant (case W4800 Wedge half) is less able to drive trench487

advance at the symmetry plane (Figure 11b,d). However, as this anomaly is placed be-488

low the stagnating region of the trench, it enhances the contrast in trench curvature be-489
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tween the advancing centre and the retreating edges of the slab (Figure 10), driving sub-490

stantial along-strike variations in slab morphology (Figure 12d).491

Sub-slab remnants in cases W4800 Subslab and W4800 Subslab half increase trench492

retreat while reducing the upper mantle slab dip angle (Figure 11b,d,f). On the sym-493

metry plane, full-width and half-width remnants have similar effects on slab dynamics,494

except that the angular distance between the slab and remnant reduces more for the full-495

width remnant. The full-width remnant reduces ‘W’-shaped trench curvature, but not496

to the same extent as the half-width remnant, which almost generates an elongated ‘C’-497

shaped trench with a straight centre (Figure 10). The localised retreat-driving flow in-498

duced by the half-width sub-slab remnant counteracts the subducting plate’s natural ten-499

dency to stagnate at the centre, limiting along-strike variations in trench retreat veloc-500

ity.501

In summary, the trench shape of wider subduction systems are more strongly in-502

fluenced by remnants than narrower plates. Because of the larger width, the effect of toroidal503

flow around the slab is limited to regions within 1000-1500 km from the slab edges. When504

additional descent-driving forces act uniformly along strike, the relative impact of toroidal505

flow at the edge reduces, resulting in less trench curvature. When a half-width remnant506

drives the slab centre to retreat, counteracting the natural tendency of the trench to stag-507

nate, the trench remains relatively straight. Conversely, when the half-width remnant508

acts to enhance slab stagnation at the centre, the trench is able to develop increased cur-509
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Figure 10. Spatio-temporal evolution of trench locations for cases W4800, W4800 Under,

W4800 Wedge, W4800 Wedge half, W4800 Subslab, and W4800 Subslab half at simulation times

of (a) 4Myr, (b) 8Myr, and (c) 12Myr.
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Figure 11. Comparisons between simulations of a 4800 km wide plate with remnants of differ-

ent widths and positions: (a) slab tip depth as a function of time, where the upper–lower mantle

boundary is indicated by the black dotted line at 660 km depth; (b) amount of trench retreat;

(c) amount of plate advance, measured at the plate’s trailing edge; (d) ratio of trench retreat

to total descent, which is the sum of trench retreat and trailing edge advance; (e) slab sinking

velocity; (f) average slab dip in the upper mantle, with the black dashed line indicating a vertical

slab with dip angle of 90◦; (g) remnant depth; (h) remnant sinking velocity; and (i) the minimum

angular distance between subducting slab tip and the deepest point of the remnant.Triangles

indicate the time of first slab tip transition-zone interaction. All measurements are taken at the

symmetry plane.

vature. For narrower plates, these different driving forces act in close proximity along510

the trench, and are typically unable to overcome the plate bending resistance and, hence,511

these slabs remain in a ‘C’-shape, regardless of remnant size and location.512

3.4 Asymmetric Remnants513

While the hemispherical cases allow us to systematically explore how remnants with514

different properties interact with subducting slabs, the full spherical models considered515

in this section allow us to demonstrate asymmetric slab interactions with neutrally and516

negatively buoyant remnants via cases Asym Under Neutral and Asym Wedge Negative.517
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 12. 3-D morphology of 4800 km wide plates at 12Myr: (a) W4800 (reference case);

(b) W4800 Under; (c) W2400 Wedge; (d) W2400 Wedge half; (e) W2400 Subslab; and (f)

W2400 Subslab half.

Case Asym Under Neutral is designed to examine the effect of an active slab partially518

subducting on to a stagnant remnant at the transition zone, where the remnant is not519

actively sinking and driving mantle flow. Case Asym Wedge Negative allows us to illus-520

trate a more dramatic influence of a remnant, where it actively drives a downwelling flow521

cell in front of the subduction zone segment that displays the most trench retreat in the522

corresponding reference case.523

For Case Asym Under Neutral, where half of the subducting slab descends into a524

neutrally buoyant remnant, slab descent is reduced locally, as evidenced by the along-525

strike variations in slab tip depth illustrated in Figures 13(a) and 14(a,c): the remnant’s526

high viscosity hinders slab sinking, with the slab deflecting and resting above the rem-527

nant. At the edge of the remnant, the slab tip’s depth transitions to the same state as528

the case without a remnant, penetrating deeper. These variations drive small changes529

in trench morphology, with more bulging observed towards the trench centre, and the530

region of most advance/stagnation shifted towards the remnant side when compared to531

the reference case (Figure 13c).532

In case Asym Wedge Negative, the negatively buoyant remnant drives an increase533

in slab sinking velocities (Figures 13b and 14b,d) and strongly enhances trench advance534

along the proximal segment of the slab (Figure 13c). This highlights the asymmetric re-535

sponse: not only is trench advance enhanced, but the location of most advance shifts from536

the centre of the subducting plate (as in case W4800) towards the remnant (Figure 13c),537
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Figure 13. Along-strike variations of asymmetric spherical remnant models: (a) and (b)

– variations in slab tip depth along the subducting slab for cases Asym Under Neutral and

Asym Wedge Negative, respectively, at times of 12 Myr (solid lines) and 21 Myr (dashed lines).

Distance along trench is defined as the distance from the symmetry plane in the direction par-

allel to the initial trench location. Blue boxes mark the initial trench section that is underlain

by the remnant (they share the same latitude), note that the width of the remnant extends be-

yond the plotted region in (b); (c) trench shapes and the amount of retreat for cases W4800,

Asym Under Neutral, and Asym Wedge Negative at 12Myr and 21Myr. Case W4800 was simu-

lated in the hemispherical domain, thus for comparative purposes, the trench profile is mirrored

at the symmetry plane.

illustrating the remnant’s ability to alter trench shape and drive substantial along-strike538

variations in slab morphology (Figure 14e,f). To demonstrate how such a complex sys-539

tem evolves, we extended the simulation time of this case to 21 Myr: the system con-540

tinues to develop more complex trench curvature and associated slab morphology as sub-541

duction evolves.542
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Figure 14. Slab and remnant morphology at 12Myr for cases Asym Under Neutral (a,c) and

Asym Wedge Negative (b,d), and at 21Myr for the case Asym Wedge Negative (e,f) from dif-

ferent orientations. The subducting slabs are coloured by depth, with different colourbars used

for at 12Myr (a–d) and 21Myr (e,f) to highlight variations in slab tip depth. The remnant is

coloured in blue with the lower mantle in green.

4 Discussion543

4.1 Applicability of Models544

Our models are a simplified representation of Earth’s subduction systems, but they545

provide fundamental insight into the first–order effects that slab remnants have on ac-546

tive subduction zones, and vice-versa. They are executed in a 3-D spherical shell domain,547

which is important for simulating Earth’s subduction systems, particularly those that548

exceed 2400 km in width (F. Chen et al., 2022a). They also better capture the mechan-549

ical properties of subducting slabs than previous global models of mantle convection that550

incorporate slab remnants (e.g. Bunge et al., 2002; Yanagisawa et al., 2010; Lowman,551

2011; Becker & Faccenna, 2011; D. R. Davies et al., 2012, 2015).552

There are, however, simplifications of our model setup that may influence the evo-553

lution of slab morphologies and velocities. For example, the mantle transition zone is sim-554

ulated solely as a viscosity jump that hampers flow into the lower mantle (e.g. Hager555

& Richards, 1989). We do not account for phase transitions, which will (temporarily)556
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further resist material transfer across this boundary (e.g., Ringwood, 1975; Ito & Yamada,557

1982; Goes et al., 2017). Such a simplification may lead to our models predicting less transition–558

zone slab stagnation. Another limitation of our model set-up is the lack of an overrid-559

ing plate, which will influence predicted trench migration rates and associated trench ge-560

ometries and slab morphologies (e.g., Jarrard, 1986; Lallemand et al., 2005; Heuret et561

al., 2007; Capitanio, Stegman, et al., 2010; van Dinther et al., 2010; Garel et al., 2014).562

Finally, our model set-up lacks the evolution of the temperature field. The thermal struc-563

ture of a subducting plate controls its thickness, density and rheology. While we use visco-564

plastic upper and lower layers of the subducting plate to mimic the deformation predicted565

by thermo-mechanical subduction models with non-linear temperature and stress depen-566

dent rheology, the diffusion of temperature and variations in thickness and buoyancy from567

ridge to trench are not captured in our simulations (e.g., OzBench et al., 2008; Stegman568

et al., 2010; Capitanio, 2013; Garel et al., 2014; Agrusta et al., 2017; F. Chen et al., 2022b).569

Furthermore, on Earth, the rheology of slabs and remnants changes with temperature,570

such that remnants at depth could become less plate-like than those considered herein571

(e.g., van Hunen et al., 2001; Andrews & Billen, 2009; Stadler et al., 2010). Nonethe-572

less, assuming a thermal diffusivity of 1.0×10−6 m2 s−1, the time it takes for a 70 km573

thick slab to cool substantially would be ∼ 40 Myr. At an upper mantle sinking speed574

of 5-10 cm/yr, a slab crosses the upper mantle in 6-12 Myrs and thus retains most of its575

rheological contrast with background mantle. Buoyancy is modified even less, because576

while the thermal signature diffuses as the slab sinks, the integrated negative buoyancy577

only decreases if parts of the slab are sufficiently weakened that they can be eroded or578

removed by flow. Consequently, over the depth and time range investigated here, the im-579

pact of thermal diffusion on slab-remnant interaction will be secondary to the effects of580

density and strength contrasts that our models capture (e.g., Jarvis & Lowman, 2007;581

Kundu & Santosh, 2011; Quéré et al., 2013). We are therefore confident that our cho-582

sen model design, alongside the systematic comparisons across our model cases, isolates583

how different remnant properties (e.g., density, size, location) influence slab dynamics.584

4.2 Potential Influences of Remnants on Subduction Zones585

Based on the importance of slab pull for driving surface plate motions (e.g., Forsyth586

& Uyeda, 1975; Lithgow-Bertelloni & Richards, 1998; Becker & O’Connell, 2001), along-587

side the fact that regional subduction models predict an important role for incoming plate588

age and strength in dictating the dynamics of subduction (e.g., Bellahsen et al., 2005;589

Stegman et al., 2010; Garel et al., 2014; Suchoy et al., 2021), many studies have exam-590

ined the correlations between different subduction parameters (e.g., Cruciani et al., 2005;591

Heuret & Lallemand, 2005; Lallemand et al., 2005; Doglioni et al., 2007; Vérard et al.,592

2015; Verard, 2019) in an attempt to reveal what drives the observed diversity of sub-593

duction tectonics. While global correlations between some observed subduction features594

can be established, such as slab dip and back-arc deformation with upper plate motion595

and upper plate thickness, be it with notable exceptions (e.g. Lallemand et al., 2005; Heuret596

& Lallemand, 2005), many other parameters have poor correlations (e.g. Cruciani et al.,597

2005; Doglioni et al., 2007; Vérard et al., 2015). Our results demonstrate the ability of598

slab remnants to significantly enhance sinking velocities and affect trench motion. It is599

therefore likely that the effect of mantle flow driven by subducted remnants contributes600

to an explanation for these poor correlations.601

One of our key findings is that the downwelling flow generated by negatively buoy-602

ant slab remnants can enhance the descent of nearby subducting plates. Numerical mod-603

els have suggested that slab sinking velocity should increase with plate age, which en-604

hances slab pull (e.g., Goes et al., 2011; Garel et al., 2014; Agrusta et al., 2017; F. Chen605

et al., 2022b). Nonetheless, despite there being some positive velocity-age trend for larger606

plates (e.g. Lallemand et al., 2005; Goes et al., 2011), overall there is a poor correlation607

between subducting plate velocities and age (e.g., in the recent global plate reconstruc-608

tions of Müller et al., 2016, 2019). This suggests that there are factors, other than age,609
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impacting the velocities of subducting plates, one of which may be the interaction with610

nearby remnants or ongoing subducting slabs. As shown in Figures 5, 9 and 11 (panel611

e), a nearby negatively buoyant remnant can increase slab sinking velocities. Such slab-612

remnant interactions would complicate the trend of measured plate velocities with sub-613

ducting plate age. Likewise, interaction with remnants may provide a plausible expla-614

nation for slabs currently residing at a deeper depth than expected from tectonic recon-615

structions, such as the Arabia and Kalimantan slabs, as noted by van der Meer et al. (2018).616

In addition to increasing slab sinking velocities, the downwelling flow driven by neg-617

atively buoyant remnants can potentially help to sustain or initiate subduction. Our re-618

sults suggest that slabs and remnants tend to move towards each other, which may help619

to anchor and sustain subduction at a given location for a prolonged period of time. There620

is a strong correlation between subduction zone initiation events and the presence of nearby621

previous subduction (Crameri et al., 2020). Pysklywec and Ishii (2005) used 2-D numer-622

ical models to demonstrate that slab remnants may trigger slab detachment, and sub-623

sequent initiation of subduction of the opposite polarity. Nikolaeva et al. (2010) mod-624

elled subduction initiation at passive margins, and suggested the criteria for spontaneous625

initiation are hard to achieve naturally. Even in other settings, it seems subduction ini-626

tiation usually requires additional forcing (e.g. Lallemand & Arcay, 2021). Capitanio and627

Replumaz (2013) modelled slab break-off, and showed that while break-off episodes pro-628

vide short-lived and localised large stresses in the upper plate interior, the detached slab629

remnants sustained the subduction dynamics that drive convergent motion. Such dynam-630

ics could explain long-lived under thrusting at the India-Asia convergence zone and episodic631

lithospheric faulting in the Asian continent. Significant downwelling from detached slabs632

may also facilitate the continuation of subduction. For example, the remnant of the Izanagi633

plate may have provided the driving force for Pacific Plate subduction at the East Asian634

margin after the sub-parallel subduction of the Izanagi-Pacific ridge at ∼ 50Ma (e.g.635

Seton et al., 2015; Wu & Wu, 2019).636

Our models also show that remnants can influence trench shape. Observed along-637

strike variations in trench shape have been attributed to different factors: (i) the influ-638

ence of upper plate heterogeneity (e.g. Capitanio, Stegman, et al., 2010; Arnulf et al.,639

2022); (ii) the impact of subducting a buoyant anomaly, such as ridges and oceanic plateaus,640

which resist subduction and trench retreat (e.g. Mason et al., 2010; Suchoy et al., 2022);641

and (iii) plate width, where the centre of a wider plate tends to retreat less than the edges,642

or even stagnate, resulting in a ‘W’-shaped trench (e.g. Schellart et al., 2007; F. Chen643

et al., 2022b). Our models suggest that depending on a remnants’ location relative to644

the subducting plate, it can either enhance trench curvature (as in case W4800 Wedge half,645

Figure 10), reduce trench curvature (most notably in case W4800 Subslab half, Figure646

10), induce trench rotation towards the remnant (case Asym Wedge Negative, Figure647

13c), or influence the location of the protruding stagnation zone along the trench (case648

Asym Wedge Negative, Figure 13c). Whilst both slab remnants and buoyant ridges could649

lead to localised convex curvature at the trench, there is a clear distinction between them:650

at the protruding centre of the trench induced by a remnant, the slab is advancing for-651

ward with a steep dip (Figure 11b,f). This differs to the stagnating trench shape induced652

by the subduction of a buoyant anomaly, which is associated with shallower dip angles653

(Suchoy et al., 2022).654

Our models suggest that the coupled flow from negatively buoyant remnants and655

the downgoing subducting slab acts to reduce the distance between them, primarily via656

rotation. This rotation is seen in the increasing slab dip (panel f in Figures 5, 9 and 11)657

and remnant rotation in Figure 6(d,e). However, such a rotation is limited by the direc-658

tion of gravity: when the remnant and slab are descending in a radial orientation aligned659

with gravity, they cannot rotate any further, as illustrated by case W2400 Radial, and660

they do not further approach. This contributes to an explanation of why many distinct661
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slab fragments are still imaged in the mantle (e.g., Ren et al., 2007; Wu & Suppe, 2018;662

Braszus et al., 2021; van der Meer et al., 2018).663

Finally, it has long been recognised that super-continents assemble and break up664

episodically throughout Earth’s history, and this cycle is intimately linked to whole-mantle665

convection (e.g., Nance et al., 1988; Rogers & Santosh, 2003; Nance et al., 2014; Rolf et666

al., 2014; Mitchell et al., 2021). In particular, the assembly stage of super-continent cy-667

cles is heavily influenced by subduction. Collins (2003) suggested that long-lived slab668

pull forces controlled Pangaean assembly and dispersal, whilst Santosh et al. (2009) sug-669

gested that the process of super continent assembly is driven by super-downwelling through670

double-sided subduction as seen in the Western Pacific. Our models suggest that the down-671

welling flow generated by slab remnants can concentrate the locations of slabs, leading672

to the potential development of super-downwellings. The negative buoyancy of these ac-673

cumulated remnants may also aid subduction initiation of overlying oceanic lithosphere,674

which further concentrates negative buoyancy and feedbacks into potential super-downwelling675

systems. Therefore, based on our results, we speculate that the location and volume of676

remnant slabs in the mantle may be a crucial factor controlling ongoing and new sub-677

duction zones, global plate reorganisation events and super-continent cycles.678

4.3 Examples of Slab-Remnant Interactions679

Seismic tomography studies (e.g., Li et al., 2008; van der Meer et al., 2018) show680

an abundance of remnants in the mantle within close proximity to active subduction zones681

(see Figure 1). These regions typically have complex tectonic histories, and the results682

from our models may contribute towards an improved understanding of how the evolu-683

tion of these subduction systems have been shaped by interactions with nearby remnants.684

Given that such remnants are scattered around the globe and are capable of affecting685

subduction zones that range in scale from the large (e.g., Tethyan and Farallon subduc-686

tion) to the small (e.g. South-East Asian subduction zones), it is important to under-687

stand slab-remnant interactions. Below, we highlight a few examples of where slab-remnant688

interaction may have affected tectonic evolution.689

Closure of the Tethys Oceans left substantial subducted remnants below a region690

extending from the Mediterranean subduction zones to the India-Eurasian collision. To-691

mographic imaging shows that slab remnants from Tethyan subduction under India are692

located near the ancient locations where they began subduction, and that Tethyan slab693

remnants are largely above previous subducted fragments, implying only small amounts694

of lateral movement, which is an indication of an anchored and ongoing subduction sys-695

tem (e.g. van der Voo et al., 1999; Hafkenscheid et al., 2006). This is similar to our W2400 Under696

model, where the downwelling flow from the pre-existing remnant reduces the distance697

between the remnant and the subducting slab and effectively pins the location of sub-698

duction (Figure 5i).699

Capitanio, Morra, et al. (2010) examined the force balance required to drive recon-700

structed plate motions associated the India-Asia convergence, showing that these are three701

times higher than what can be explained by this subduction system in isolation. They702

suggest that this may result from the flow field created by Paleo-Tethys slabs sinking through703

the lower mantle. This was confirmed by Becker and Faccenna (2011), who suggested704

that the mantle drag exerted on the base of the lithosphere acts like a ‘conveyor belt’,705

driving ongoing indentation of the Indian and Arabian plates into Eurasia. Furthermore,706

the flow patterns generated by the relics of west Tethyan subduction may have aided Mediter-707

ranean subduction and its rollback (Faccenna et al., 2014). These studies, considered along-708

side our results, demonstrate a key role for remnant-induced mantle flow in the tectonic709

force-balance.710

Seismic tomography models illuminate remnants of the Farallon and possibly other711

plates in and below the mantle transition zone below the North America plate (van der712
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Lee & Nolet, 1997; Goes & van der Lee, 2002; Ren et al., 2007; Sigloch et al., 2008). These713

remnants could have driven downwelling flow that aided scenarios where multiple basins714

subducted on top of each other, generating large-scale tomographic anomalies interpreted715

as vertical ‘slab walls’, and facilitating proposed subduction polarity flips (Sigloch & Mi-716

halynuk, 2013). Remnants currently in the lower mantle below the northwestern United717

States have been attributed to subduction that started at an intra-oceanic arc west of718

the North American continental margin (e.g. Ren et al., 2007; Sigloch & Mihalynuk, 2013)719

and, although other factors likely contributed to the westward motion of the North Amer-720

ica plate (e.g. Müller et al., 2019), the flow generated by these slab remnants could have721

aided such motion.722

The Antilles and South American subduction zones are tectonically complex. The723

Antilles slab appears to be highly fragmented (e.g. Bezada et al., 2010; van Benthem et724

al., 2013; Braszus et al., 2021) and is affected by motions of the major surrounding plates.725

It is suggested that some Antillean slab fragments are currently located in the lower man-726

tle beneath northeastern South America (e.g. van Benthem et al., 2013; Braszus et al.,727

2021). Other subducted remnants, likely from Farallon subduction, have also been iden-728

tified in the mantle transition zone and lower mantle below southeastern North Amer-729

ica (e.g. Bunge & Grand, 2000; Ren et al., 2007; Sigloch et al., 2008). Flow associated730

with these relic slabs could well have facilitated subduction and the penetration of Far-731

allon and Nazca slabs into the lower mantle beneath Central America and north-central732

South America (e.g., van der Meer et al., 2018). Furthermore, in conjunction with the733

effects of plate width (e.g. Schellart, 2017; F. Chen et al., 2022b) and the subduction of734

buoyant anomalies (e.g. Gutscher et al., 1999; Suchoy et al., 2022), slab fragments be-735

low northern South America could have enhanced oroclinal bending of the trench at Bo-736

livia, similar to the enhanced trench curvature predicted for case W4800 Wedge half herein.737

South East Asia has a complex tectonic history and, as a result, a complex under-738

lying mantle structure (e.g. Replumaz et al., 2004; Hall & Spakman, 2015; van der Meer739

et al., 2018; Pilia et al., 2023). Material subducted along the former Banda trench forms740

a large flat lying remnant just below the mantle transition zone (Spakman & Hall, 2010);741

and despite the ‘stalled’ appearance of the slab, its stagnation at 660 km discontinuity742

may well be transient (Goes et al., 2017), in which case its negative buoyancy likely en-743

hances subduction and sinking of the many small slabs below northeastern Indonesia and744

the Philippines. The remnant in the sub-slab region of the lower mantle beneath Sumatra–745

Andaman has been associated with Tethyan subduction (e.g. Widiyantoro & van der Hilst,746

1997; Hafkenscheid et al., 2006; Spakman & Hall, 2010); and based on our results, a rem-747

nant in such a location relative to the subducting plate is likely to drive trench retreat748

and back-arc opening behind Andaman.749

Below the Tonga-New Hebrides plate boundary, seismic tomography models sug-750

gest distinct 3-D structures that represent slab remnants from past subduction at the751

Melanesia Arc (e.g. W.-P. Chen & Brudzinski, 2001; Hall & Spakman, 2002). As occurs752

in our models, active subduction in this region is likely affected by the negative buoy-753

ancy of these remnants (Pysklywec et al., 2003; Pysklywec & Ishii, 2005). Variable sink-754

ing velocities along the subduction zone, suggested based on tectonic reconstructions (Schellart755

& Spakman, 2012), could be an indicator of a non-uniform, asymmetric influence from756

remnants, similar to the case Asym Wedge Negative analysed herein.757

5 Conclusions758

We have presented a suite of subduction models in a 3-D hemispherical shell do-759

main, investigating how different slab remnant properties – density, size, location and760

orientation – influence interaction with a nearby subduction zone. We have also presented761

two full spherical models with an asymmetric setup, to illustrate the effect of remnants762

in driving asymmetric along-strike variations in trench shape and slab morphology.763
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Our models show that downwelling flow generated by negatively buoyant slab rem-764

nants can be of similar scale and magnitude as that of the subducting slab and when lo-765

cated within a few 100 to 1000 km from the slab tip, this flow enhances the sinking ve-766

locity of nearby actively subducting slabs by up to a factor 2 (depending on remnant size767

and location). The joint effects of remnant downwelling and slab pull may explain the768

observed poor correlations between subducting plate velocities and the age of the sub-769

ducting lithosphere.770

The location of a remnant relative to a nearby subduction system can be an im-771

portant factor controlling the evolution of trench shape. Sinking remnants and subduct-772

ing slabs move towards each other via rotation, leading to increasing alignment of the773

flow set up by the slab and remnant. Remnants located in the sub-slab region, under the774

incoming plate, tend enhance trench retreat, whereas remnants on the mantle wedge side775

facilitate trench advance. For wide subduction zones in particular, which develop a con-776

vex trench stagnation/advance zone at their centre, the mantle flow field generated by777

a sinking remnant can influence along-strike trench shape variation and potentially drive778

the convex stagnation point away from the centre of the trench towards the remnant.779

This process may have contributed to trench evolution in regions such as the Bolivian780

Orocline above the Nazca subduction system.781

With the abundance of relic subduction fragments that have been identified in man-782

tle tomography, and examples of interactions with subduction zones around the globe,783

we suggest that slab-remnant interaction is an important process that influences sub-784

duction dynamics on Earth, significantly affecting plate velocities and trench shapes. Rem-785

nants likely also help to anchor and sustain subduction systems, and facilitate subduc-786

tion initiation events that drive large-scale plate reorganisations and super-continent cy-787

cles.788

Open Research789

The Fluidity computational modelling framework, including source code and doc-790

umentation, is available from https://fluidityproject.github.io/; the version used791

for the simulations presented herein has been archived at Kramer, Wilson, et al. (2021).792

The input files required to reproduce the simulations presented herein have also been made793

available at F. Chen (2023). Figures have been prepared using Matplotlib, Cartopy and794

Paraview. Figure 1 was prepared using SubMachine (Hosseini et al., 2018).795
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Key Points:8

• Subducted slab remnants can enhance the sinking velocities of actively subduct-9

ing plates by up to a factor 2.10

• Slab remnants strongly influence trench motions and the evolution of trench shape11

at subduction zones located within a few 100 to 1000 km.12

• The flow fields interact such that the slab tip and remnant approach, thus strength-13

ening mantle flow that can anchor subduction location.14
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Abstract15

Seismic tomography of Earth’s mantle images abundant slab remnants, often located in16

close proximity to active subduction systems. The impact of such remnants on the dy-17

namics of subduction remains underexplored. Here, we use simulations of multi-material18

free subduction in a 3-D spherical shell geometry to examine the interaction between visco-19

plastic slabs and remnants that are positioned above, within and below the mantle tran-20

sition zone. Depending on their size, negatively buoyant remnants can set up mantle flow21

of similar strength and length scales as that due to active subduction. As such, we find22

that remnants located within a few hundred km from a slab tip can locally enhance sink-23

ing by up to a factor 2. Remnant location influences trench motion: the trench advances24

towards a remnant positioned in the mantle wedge region, whereas remnants in the sub-25

slab region enhance trench retreat. These motions aid in rotating the subducting slab26

and remnant towards each other, reducing the distance between them, and further en-27

hancing the positive interaction of their mantle flow fields. In this process, the trench28

develops along-strike variations in shape that are dependent on the remnant’s location.29

Slab-remnant interactions may explain the poor correlation between subducting plate30

velocities and subducting plate age found in recent plate tectonic reconstructions. Our31

results imply that slab-remnant interactions affect the evolution of subducting slabs and32

trench geometry. Remnant-induced downwelling may also anchor and sustain subduc-33

tion systems, facilitate subduction initiation, and contribute to plate reorganisation events.34

Plain Language Summary35

Subduction, the process where cold oceanic lithosphere descends into the mantle,36

is a time-dependent process: old subduction zones cease while new subduction zones ini-37

tiate, in cycles of tectonic plate motions. The cessation of subduction is accompanied38

by break-off of the subducting slab from the surface plate, forming a slab remnant. The39

remnant continues sinking into the mantle and, in doing so, generates a flow field that40

may influence adjacent subduction systems. In this study, we present numerical simu-41

lations of subduction in a 3-D spherical shell domain, and examine how subduction sys-42

tems interact with a range of slab remnants. Our models show that sinking remnants43

can significantly enhance the sinking velocity of slabs within a few 100-1000 km of the44

remnants, and can influence the spatial and temporal evolution of trench shape. Our re-45

sults suggest that the existence of slab remnants may help to anchor and sustain sub-46

duction systems, and lead to an environment more favourable for the initiation of new47

subduction zones. Since such events are closely linked to reorganisations in global plate48

motions, we suggest that the location of pre-existing remnants influences tectonic plate49

movements and, potentially, super continent cycles.50

1 Introduction51

Subducting slabs are a key driver of mantle flow and surface plate motions (e.g.,52

Forsyth & Uyeda, 1975; Lithgow-Bertelloni & Richards, 1998; Becker & O’Connell, 2001).53

Images of fast seismic velocity anomalies extending to depth, alongside Earth’s long-wavelength54

geoid expression, imply that slabs regularly sink to the core-mantle-boundary (CMB),55

organising deep mantle structure as they descend (e.g. Hager, 1984; Grand et al., 1997;56

van der Hilst et al., 1997; D. R. Davies et al., 2012; Rubey et al., 2017; Ghelichkhan et57

al., 2021; D. R. Davies et al., 2023).58

Seismic observations, however, suggest that subducting slabs are very rarely con-59

tinuous over the mantle’s entire depth extent. Tomography and seismicity point towards60

a prevalence of slab gaps, slab tears and detached slab fragments across the globe. An61

abundance of slab remnants associated with recent subduction systems are imaged above62

and within the mantle transition zone (MTZ) (e.g. Li et al., 2008; Simmons et al., 2012;63

Fukao & Obayashi, 2013; Wei et al., 2015; Goes et al., 2017; van der Meer et al., 2018;64
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Lei et al., 2020), with older remnants imaged at greater depths, relating, for example,65

to former Tethyan (e.g. Grand et al., 1997; Bijwaard et al., 1998; van der Voo et al., 1999;66

Bunge et al., 2002; Replumaz et al., 2004; Hafkenscheid et al., 2006; Fukao et al., 2009;67

Becker & Faccenna, 2011; van der Meer et al., 2018) and Farallon (e.g. Grand et al., 1997;68

Bijwaard et al., 1998; van der Hilst et al., 1997; Zhao, 2004; Sigloch et al., 2008; Fukao69

et al., 2009; van der Meer et al., 2018) subduction systems.70

The existence of remnants requires slab detachment or break-off, with several mech-71

anisms proposed. In plate reorganisation events, trenches may be abandoned, with the72

connected slab eventually detaching from the surface plate (e.g., Whittaker et al., 2007;73

Matthews et al., 2012; Müller et al., 2016). The arrival of an active spreading centre or74

buoyant continental lithosphere at the trench can also induce subduction termination75

(e.g., J. H. Davies & von Blanckenburg, 1995; Wong A Ton & Wortel, 1997; Wortel &76

Spakman, 2000; Faccenna et al., 2006; Burkett & Billen, 2009; Duretz et al., 2014; Se-77

ton et al., 2015). Furthermore, the subduction of faults or buoyant anomalies can facil-78

itate slab tearing (e.g., Thorkelson & Taylor, 1989; Abratis & Wörner, 2001; Pallares et79

al., 2007), which can also occur to accommodate changes in plate geometry, as postu-80

lated for STEP faults (e.g. Thorkelson, 1996; Govers & Wortel, 2005; Obayashi et al.,81

2009). Following break off from their active subduction systems, the negative buoyancy82

and rheological properties of remnants make it likely that they continue to influence man-83

tle convection and the dynamics of nearby active subduction systems. The dynamics of84

such interactions, however, has not yet been systematically examined.85

In this paper, we investigate how actively subducting slabs interact with, and are86

influenced by slab remnants, above, within, and below the mantle transition zone. We87

focus on this depth range for two reasons: (i) whilst slabs sink through the upper man-88

tle in a few million years, they can stagnate within the MTZ for tens of millions of years89

in response to phase buoyancy, rheological complexities, and a likely viscosity increase90

at these depths (e.g. Ringwood, 1975; Christensen & Yuen, 1984; Tackley et al., 1993;91

Karato et al., 2001; Garel et al., 2014; Goes et al., 2017; Č́ıžková & Bina, 2019); and (ii)92

slab-transition zone interaction strongly affects the subduction mode and thus controls93

the surface expressions of subduction systems, for example through plate motions and94

the evolution of trench shape (e.g., Torii & Yoshioka, 2007; Ribe, 2010; Stegman et al.,95

2010; Garel et al., 2014; Goes et al., 2017; Cerpa et al., 2022).96

Slab remnants are frequently imaged around the MTZ, most in close proximity to97

active subduction systems (Figure 1). Remnants from the extensive Farallon and adja-98

cent plates have been imaged beneath North and South America (e.g. van der Lee & No-99

let, 1997; Sigloch et al., 2008; van Benthem et al., 2013). Proto-Caribbean slab fragments100

have been identified at ∼ 1000 km depth below northeastern South America by com-101

bining seismic tomography and plate reconstructions (e.g. van Benthem et al., 2013; Braszus102

et al., 2021). Tethyan slab fragments have been found over a large area, extending from103

beneath the Mediterranean to India, across a range of depths (e.g. Wortel & Spakman,104

2000; Hafkenscheid et al., 2006). South-east Asia has a complex subduction history re-105

sulting in a multitude of interacting slabs and remnants (e.g. Li et al., 2008; Hall & Spak-106

man, 2015; van der Meer et al., 2018). Proto-South China Sea Plate remnants have been107

imaged in the lower mantle beneath Northern Borneo (e.g. Zahirovic et al., 2014; Hall108

& Spakman, 2015; Wu & Suppe, 2018; Pilia et al., 2023); Wu and Suppe (2018) further109

suggest that northern remnants of the Proto-South China Sea plate are stagnating at110

the transition zone under the South China Sea, adjacent to the slab currently subduct-111

ing at the Manila trench. To the east of the region, subducted remnants of the Philip-112

pine Sea plate can be inferred from tomography at ∼ 800 km depth, in agreement with113

the reconstructed locations of major subduction zones in the region at 30Ma (e.g. Widiyan-114

toro et al., 2011; Hall & Spakman, 2015). A relic of the Kula slab is interpreted to be115

stagnating above the transition zone beneath the Bering Sea, just to the north of where116

the Pacific Plate subducts at the Aleutian trench (e.g. Gorbatov et al., 2000; van der117
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Figure 1. P-wave velocity anomalies at 660 km depth from UU-P07 tomography model

(Amaru, 2007). Whole mantle cross-sections of Tethyan, Kula, Farallon, and Melanesia slab

remnants are illustrated in clockwise order from top left. Dashed lines in cross-sections mark 410,

660, and 1000 km depth,respectively.

Meer et al., 2018). Flat lying slab remnants in the transition zone, proposed to be from118

Paleogene Pacific subduction at the Melanesia Arc, have been imaged in close proxim-119

ity to current Tongan subduction (e.g. Hall & Spakman, 2002; Pysklywec et al., 2003).120

There are, therefore, many examples of slabs subducting into a region of the mantle with121

pre-existing remnants.122

The most often discussed effect of remnants on subduction systems is tectonic plate123

reorganisation. Pysklywec and Ishii (2005) studied the effect of slab remnants on the dy-124

namics of active subduction using a suite of 2-D numerical models, finding that they can125

either drive trench retreat or induce slab detachment and a reversal of subduction po-126

larity, depending on remnant location relative to the trench. This mechanism may con-127

tribute to tectonic plate reorganisation events, where Pysklywec et al. (2003) suggest that128

the subducted Tonga slab may have caused detachment of the Vitiaz slab and initiation129

of subduction at the New Hebrides Trench. It has also been suggested that remnant-induced130

downwelling flow may play a role in subduction initiation (Crameri et al., 2020), that131

mantle flow induced by slab remnants influences the dip of adjacent subduction systems132

(Hu & Gurnis, 2020), and that the flow-field driven by remnants may facilitate the open-133

ing of intra-plate basins (e.g., Pysklywec & Mitrovica, 1999; Capitanio et al., 2009; Yang134

et al., 2018). Remnants also play a role in driving and modulating large-scale mantle flow,135

which will ultimately influence the dip and orientation of subducting slabs, trench mi-136

gration rates and upper plate deformation (e.g., Hager & O’Connell, 1979; Husson, 2012;137

Ficini et al., 2017; Chertova et al., 2018; Stotz et al., 2018; Holt & Royden, 2020). De-138

spite this, a systematic study into how the dynamics of subduction are influenced by slab139

remnants (and vice versa) has not yet been undertaken. Furthermore, the effects of a140

3-D spherical shell domain, which constrains the space available for mantle flow (F. Chen141

et al., 2022a), on slab-remnant interaction, have not previously been considered.142

In this study, we fill this gap by investigating the effect of slab remnants on the dy-143

namics of subducting slabs and the evolution of subduction systems in a 3-D spherical144

shell domain. We build on seismic tomography observations of remnant slabs (e.g., Li145

et al., 2008; van der Meer et al., 2018) and previous models (e.g. Pysklywec & Ishii, 2005),146

and simulate the interaction between remnant slabs and subduction zones through a suite147
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of 3-D spherical shell cases, using the modelling approach developed in F. Chen et al.148

(2022a, 2022b).149

Like freely subducting slabs (Capitanio et al., 2007; Ribe, 2010), remnants act as150

Stokes sinkers, as they have viscosities that are orders of magnitude higher than the sur-151

rounding mantle limiting their deformation (e.g., Jarvis & Lowman, 2007; Quéré et al.,152

2013). The velocity of slab-like vertical ellipsoid Stokes sinkers depends on their shape,153

density and the viscosity of surrounding material as follows (Capitanio et al., 2007):154

vStokes =
hL∆ρ

12
√
2µ

× W

L
× 1

1 + log(WL )
(1)

where ∆ρ is the density difference between slab/remnant and the adjacent mantle, µ is155

the viscosity of the surrounding mantle, and h,W, and L are plate thickness, along-strike156

width and down-dip length, respectively. We vary remnant density, shape and size, al-157

lowing us to examine the impact of remnants with different sinking velocities and asso-158

ciated mantle flow fields. Subducting slabs set up significant mantle flow around them159

to distances of approximately slab half width, up to 1000-1500 km in along-strike direc-160

tion and on the order of their slab length in trench-perpendicular directions (distances161

dependent on mantle viscosity) (Piromallo et al., 2006; Schellart et al., 2007; F. Chen162

et al., 2022b). Sinking remnant slabs are expected to set up mantle flow of similar flow163

strength and scales. The flow regime induced by a sinking remnant will thus exert forces164

on nearby subduction systems, the impact of which not only depends on remnant prop-165

erties, but also on remnant location relative to the subducting plate. Accordingly, we166

also vary remnant location and orientation relative to the trench, placing remnants at167

different distances from the slab, below the mantle wedge, the slab tip, and the sub-slab168

regions. In addition, to isolate the role of remnant buoyancy, we examine whether the169

presence of a purely viscous remnant (i.e. a remnant with no buoyancy anomaly rela-170

tive to adjacent mantle) can alter the flow regime and dynamics of an active subduction171

system.172

In the following sections, we first describe the setup of our numerical models, in-173

cluding the governing equations, the initial geometric configurations, boundary condi-174

tions and material properties, and summarise the different cases examined. We then quan-175

titatively analyse our models to reveal: (i) how remnant density influences the dynam-176

ics of adjacent subduction zones; (ii) how remnant location and orientation modulate their177

effects; and (iii) how remnants of different dimensions influence trenches of different width.178

We end by discussing the implications of our results, and explore their applicability for179

understanding interactions between slab remnants and active subduction zones on Earth.180

2 Computational Approach181

2.1 Governing Equations and Numerical Strategy182

We simulate free subduction of a composite visco-plastic plate into ambient under-183

lying mantle inside a 3-D spherical shell domain using a multi material approach. In cases184

where we can exploit the symmetry of the system, our simulations are undertaken in a185

hemispherical shell, following F. Chen et al. (2022b). Assuming incompressibility, the186

governing equations for this problem are the continuity equation,187

∇ · u = 0, (2)188

the conservation of momentum equation at infinite Prandtl number,189

−∇p+∇ ·
[
µ
(
∇u+ (∇u)

T
)]

= g∆ρΓk̂ (3)190
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and an advection equation for tracking different materials,191

∂Γ

∂t
+ u · ∇Γ = 0, (4)192

In the above equations, u represents velocity, p pressure, µ viscosity, ρ density, g grav-
itational acceleration, k̂ the unit vector in the direction opposite to gravity, and Γ the
material volume fraction (Γ = 1 in a region occupied by a given material and Γ = 0
elsewhere). At material interfaces, the average viscosity is calculated through a geomet-
ric mean,

µave = µΓ1
1 µΓ2

2 , (5)

where µi is the viscosity of material i, and Γi is the relative volume fraction of material193

i in the vicinity of the finite-element node at which the effective viscosity µave is needed.194

Simulations are undertaken using Fluidity (e.g., D. R. Davies et al., 2011; Kramer195

et al., 2012; Le Voci et al., 2014; D. R. Davies et al., 2016; Kramer, Davies, & Wilson,196

2021), an adaptive, anisotropic, unstructured-mesh finite element and control volume com-197

putational modelling framework, capable of efficiently simulating multi-material whole-198

mantle visco-plastic (Tosi et al., 2015) subduction in spherical shell geometries (F. Chen199

et al., 2022a, 2022b). Fluidity’s adaptive mesh capabilities allow our simulations to achieve200

a local resolution of ∼ 3 km in regions of dynamical significance, with coarser resolu-201

tion of up to ∼ 300 km elsewhere.202

The importance of sphericity in simulating the dynamics of subduction, particu-203

larly for wider subduction systems, has been demonstrated by F. Chen et al. (2022a),204

who identify two key limitations of Cartesian compared to spherical models: (i) the pres-205

ence of sidewall boundaries in Cartesian models, which modify the flow regime; and (ii)206

the reduction of space with depth in spherical shells, alongside the radial gravity direc-207

tion, which cannot be captured in Cartesian domains. This motivates the use of spher-208

ical models herein.209

2.2 Geometry, Boundary Conditions and Material Properties210

The configuration of our reference models without remnants (cases W2400 and W4800)211

follows the setup of F. Chen et al. (2022a) for a subducting plate with plate buoyancy212

and thickness in the mid-range for natural subduction (cases S W2400 and S W4800,213

respectively). Simulations are undertaken in a hemispherical shell domain (thus exploit-214

ing the symmetry of the system to halve the computational domain’s extent) with outer215

and inner radii that correspond to Earth’s surface and CMB (Figure 2a). A free-surface216

boundary condition is applied on the outer surface, with free-slip conditions on the sym-217

metric mid-plane and CMB. Gravity points radially towards the centre of the sphere.218

A factor of 50 viscosity increase is included at 660 km depth. Parameters common to all219

simulations are listed in Table 1.220

The subducting plate has length L = 2200 km, thickness h = 70 km and a den-
sity contrast with adjacent mantle of ∆ρ = 80 kg m−3. Highly viscous side plates that
cover the entire domain adjacent to the subducting plate are required to prevent the un-
desired narrowing effect on the subducting plate from shallow lateral flow (as in Holt et
al., 2017). The initial slab tip geometry is prescribed with a bending radius of 250 km
and an angle of 77◦ (Figure 2b), following F. Chen et al. (2022b). The subducting litho-
sphere is a composite plate comprising a core isoviscous layer (thickness hc = 30 km)
embedded in upper and lower visco-plastic layers with viscosities following a von Mises
law, building on OzBench et al. (2008). Upper and lower plates are assigned the min-
imum viscosity between the Newtonian viscosity µNewt and an effective von Mises vis-
cosity µvM, such that purely viscous deformation occurs when the second invariant of
the stress tensor τII = 2µε̇II (where ε̇II is the second invariant of strain rate tensor) is
below the critical yield stress, τyield. The effective viscosity of visco-plastic layers is given
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Table 1. Parameters common to all simulations.

Parameter Symbol Value

Gravitational acceleration g 10 m s−2

Characteristic depth (whole mantle) H 2890 km
Depth of upper mantle Hum 660 km
Plate thickness h 70 km
Core plate thickness hc 30 km
Plate length L 2200 km
Remnant thickness hrem 70 km
Remnant length Lrem 400 km
Upper mantle reference viscosity µum 2.0× 1020 Pa s
Lower mantle reference viscosity µlm 50× µum

Core plate viscosity µcp 100× µum

Initial viscosity of visco-plastic layer µNewt 100× µum

Side plate viscosity µsp 1000× µum

Remnant viscosity µrem 100× µum

Mantle density ρ 3300 kgm−3

Plate density contrast ∆ρ 80 kgm−3

Yield stress τyield 100 MPa

by:

µvM =

{
τII
2ε̇II

, if τ < τyield
τyield
2ε̇II

, if τ ≥ τyield
(6)

We simulate a wide-range of remnant cases, assuming a region of pre-existing iso-221

viscous plate-like material in the mantle with a thickness (hrem) of 70 km and a length222

(Lrem) of 400 km. For symmetric cases, remnants are designed to either have the same,223

or half, the subducting plate width, as illustrated in Figure 2(c). The remnant can be224

horizontally (Figure 2d) or radially oriented (Figure 2e). When horizontally oriented,225

remnants can occupy three positions: (a) sub-slab, where the remnant is offset 500 km226

laterally from the initial trench location beneath the downgoing plate (at a horizontal227

distance of ∼700 km from the slab tip); (b) under, where the remnant is placed directly228

below the initial trench location; and (c) wedge, where the remnant is offset 500 km from229

the initial trench in the mantle wedge direction (at a horizontal distance of ∼300 km from230

the slab tip: Figure 2d). In asymmetric cases, remnants are horizontally oriented in ei-231

ther the under or wedge location, with the key difference being that the centre of the232

remnant is not aligned with the centre of the subducting plate, as illustrated in Figure233

2(g/h).234

2.3 Cases Examined and Quantitative Model Diagnostics235

We investigate a total of 17 cases, 15 of which are symmetric, with varying plate236

width (w), remnant width (wrem), remnant orientation, remnant position, remnant depth237

(Drem – denoting its deepest point), and density contrast between remnant and ambi-238

ent mantle (∆ρrem). In the following sections, the widths specified refer to the full widths239

of the plate or remnant, but in practice, for symmetric cases, we only simulate half of240

the width.241

Our choice of reference plate widths of 2400 and 4800 km is motivated by results242

from F. Chen et al. (2022b), which show that at a width of 2400 km the subducting slab243

behaves relatively uniformly along-strike, but at a width of 4800 km the trench devel-244

ops a ‘W’-shaped curvature and slab morphology varies along-strike (see Figures 8 and245
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Full-Width Remnant

Sub-slab
Wedge

Under

Half-Width Remnant

Radial

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e)

(f)
(g)

(h)Side Plate

Asym_Under_Neutral

Asym_Wedge_Negative

Figure 2. Simulation setup for (a–e) symmetric cases modelled in a hemispherical shell do-

main and (f–h) asymmetric cases modelled in a full spherical shell domain: (a) Hemispherical

shell domain setup, where the domain is bounded by the symmetry plane of the system, whilst

bottom and top (inner and outer) boundaries approximate Earth’s core-mantle-boundary and

surface, respectively; (b) Initial slab tip geometry of our layered visco-plastic plates; (c) Front

view of full-width and half-width remnant configurations with respect to the width of the sub-

ducting plate; (d) Side view of positions of horizontally oriented remnants, in the sub-slab region,

under the initial trench location, and in the mantle wedge region; (e) Side view of the config-

uration of a radially oriented remnant; (f) Spherical shell domain setup, with two side plates

covering the domain adjacent to the subducting plate; (g) Front view of remnant location in case

Asym Under Neutral; (h) Front view of remnant location in case Asym Wedge Negative.

10 in Section 3 below). For horizontal remnants, the majority of the cases have an ini-246
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Table 2. Simulations examined and associated parameter values. w = slab width; wrem = rem-

nant width; Drem =remnant depth; ∆ρrem =density contrast between remnant and ambient man-

tle.

Case w (km) wrem (km) Orientation Drem (km) Position ∆ρrem (kg m−3)

Symmetric

W2400 2400 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
W2400 Neutral 2400 2400 Horizontal 660 Wedge 0
W2400 Wedge 2400 2400 Horizontal 660 Wedge 80
W2400 Subslab 2400 2400 Horizontal 660 Sub-slab 80
W2400 Under 2400 2400 Horizontal 660 Under 80
W2400 Under 1000 2400 2400 Horizontal 1000 Under 80
W2400 Radial 2400 2400 Radial 700 Wedge 80
W2400 Wedge half 2400 1200 Horizontal 660 Wedge 80
W2400 Subslab half 2400 1200 Horizontal 660 Sub-slab 80
W4800 4800 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
W4800 Wedge 4800 4800 Horizontal 660 Wedge 80
W4800 Subslab 4800 4800 Horizontal 660 Sub-slab 80
W4800 Under 4800 4800 Horizontal 660 Under 80
W4800 Wedge half 4800 2400 Horizontal 660 Wedge 80
W4800 Subslab half 4800 2400 Horizontal 660 Subslab 80

Asymmetric

Asym Under Neutral 4800 2400 Horizontal 660 Under 0
Asym Wedge Negative 4800 2400 Horizontal 660 Wedge 80

tial remnant depth of 660 km, sitting on the mantle transition zone where slab stagna-247

tion is commonly observed (e.g., Gorbatov et al., 2000; Fukao et al., 2009; van der Meer248

et al., 2018; Wu & Suppe, 2018). An additional case with a remnant depth of 1000 km249

is also examined to investigate the effect of deeper remnants (e.g., Fukao & Obayashi,250

2013; Zahirovic et al., 2014; van der Meer et al., 2018; Braszus et al., 2021). The radi-251

ally oriented remnant is placed between 300 and 700 km depth, in close proximity with252

the slab. While most remnants have the same density contrast with ambient mantle as253

our subducting plates, we have also simulated a neutrally buoyant remnant to investi-254

gate the effect of a purely viscous anomaly. All cases, and their associated parameter val-255

ues, are listed in Table 2.256

As Earth’s subduction systems and their interactions with remnant slabs are rarely257

symmetric, we design two additional asymmetric cases that utilise the full spherical shell258

domain and illustrate the complexity of slab-remnant interactions under these scenar-259

ios. Case Asym Under Neutral has a neutral horizontally-oriented remnant at 660 km260

depth, beneath the initial trench location under half of the 4800 km wide subducting plate,261

as illustrated in Figure 2(g). Case Asym Wedge Negative has a negatively buoyant rem-262

nant of 2400 km width in the wedge location, with the centre of the remnant aligned to263

the edge of the 4800 km wide subducting plate, and thus extending beyond the slab edge264

(Figure 2h). While a more complete and systematic examination of different combina-265

tions of remnant properties and locations is required to fully quantify the impact of rem-266

nants on subduction zones, due to the computational costs of our simulations, we focus267

on two demonstrative asymmetric cases. Nonetheless, these cases show how the asym-268

metric interaction between slabs and remnants alters the subduction process, providing269

a basis for future studies.270
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We calculate several diagnostic outputs to quantify slab-remnant interactions. When271

doing so, the boundary of the slab is defined by the 0.5 contour of the plate material vol-272

ume fraction (material volume fraction = 1 when the material is plate, 0 otherwise). Based273

on this contour, we extract the slab tip depth, the trench location and the trailing edge274

position, as well as rates of slab descent, trench retreat and plate advance. We calculate275

the average slab dip in the upper mantle from the surface to 650 km depth by approx-276

imating the geometry of the slab to be linear and comparing the difference in lateral po-277

sitions over this depth range, with respect to the direction of gravity at the slab centre278

at 325 km depth. Similarly, remnant depth and velocity are extracted using the 0.5 con-279

tour of the remnant material volume fraction. The angular distance between slab and280

remnant is defined as the minimum difference in longitude between the deepest point of281

the remnant and the portion of the downgoing plate that is below 250 km depth. Mea-282

surements are taken at the symmetry plane unless otherwise specified. We also trace the283

evolution of trench geometry relative to the initial trench shape.284

3 Results285

In the following sections we first investigate the role of remnant density by com-286

paring cases W2400 Neutral and W2400 Wedge with their W2400 reference case. Next,287

we explore the influence of different remnant locations and orientations, before exam-288

ining the effect of remnant size on narrow (2400 km) and wide (4800 km) subduction zones289

with a focus on the evolution of trench shape. With a general understanding of how rem-290

nant properties influence the evolution of subducting systems from symmetric cases, we291

evaluate two asymmetrical cases with different remnant location and density, highlight-292

ing some of the main effects that remnants can have on subduction dynamics.293

3.1 Role of Remnant Density294

The reference case, W2400, has a plate width that is close to Earth’s mean trench295

length at the present day (e.g. Heuret et al., 2007; Müller et al., 2016; F. Chen et al.,296

2022b). At this width, the slab remains reasonably uniform in its along-strike morphol-297

ogy as it descends, with its temporal evolution and corresponding cross-sectional flow298

field at the symmetry plane displayed in Figure 3(a). During the initial phase of sub-299

duction, the slab tip steepens, and two poloidal flow cells develop in the mantle wedge300

and sub-slab regions, over a distance similar to the depth of the upper mantle and length301

of the slab (as in Piromallo et al. (2006)). These poloidal cells flow from regions of high302

pressure towards regions of low pressure, as illustrated in Figure 4(a). During the up-303

per mantle sinking phase, the trench retreats steadily and accounts for ∼ 30% of total304

subduction, with the remainder accommodated via trailing edge advance (Figure 5b,c,d).305

Following interaction with the viscosity jump at 660 km depth, flow velocities in the wedge306

poloidal cell diminish as the slab tip deflects and sinks into the more viscous lower man-307

tle (Figure 3a). At the same time, mantle material flows across the transition zone into308

the lower mantle, into a higher pressure region beneath the slab tip (Figure 4a). At this309

point, the slab sinking rate reduces from its free upper-mantle Stokes velocity of ∼ 9 cm/yr310

to a substantially lower velocity of ∼ 3 cm/yr (Figure 5a,e), as the upper mantle por-311

tion of the slab steepens and develops buckling folds (Figure 3a, 5f).312

When a neutrally buoyant remnant is placed in the wedge region at 660 km depth313

(case W2400 Neutral, red dashed line in Figure 5), we find that slab tip depth, trailing314

edge advance, slab sinking rate and upper mantle dip angle diagnostics are similar to the315

W2400 case (Figure 5a,c,e,f). W2400 Neutral displays a slightly increased trench retreat316

velocity (Figure 5b,d), which is also evident from the increased velocity amplitude of the317

sub-slab poloidal flow cell (Figure 3a,b). Upon slab transition-zone interaction, the vis-318

cous remnant in front of the slab tip hinders slab tip advance, leading to more retreat319

as the slab adjusts to maintain its sinking rate (Figure 5b), resulting in a shorter deflected320
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Figure 3. Snapshots illustrating the spatio-temporal evolution of slab morphology through

the viscosity field (top), and poloidal flow cells in the mantle wedge and sub-slab regions (bot-

tom) at simulation times of 4 8 and 12Myr for cases: (a) W2400; (b) W2400 Neutral; and (c)

W2400 Wedge, respectively. The largest arrow in the bottom panels represents a velocity magni-

tude of 9.6 cm/yr.

slab tip. The neutrally buoyant remnant remains close to its initial location until it is321

pulled into the lower mantle and towards the subducting slab via slab induced flow (Fig-322

ure 5g,h,i), initially sinking at the side closest to the subducting plate (Figure 3b). De-323

spite these subtle differences in the flow regime, the pressure field in the case with a neu-324

trally buoyant remnant is similar to the reference case (Figure 4b).325

Case W2400 Wedge (continuous red line in Figure 5) illustrates the effect of a neg-326

atively buoyant remnant in the mantle wedge region above the transition zone. The rem-327

nant’s negative buoyancy drives downwelling flow, leaving in its wake a low pressure re-328
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2 Myr 4 Myr 8 Myr 12 Myr

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Evolution of pressure field at the symmetry plane at simulation times of 2, 4, 8 and

12Myr, respectively, for cases: (a) W2400; (b) W2400 Neutral; and (c) W2400 Wedge. Arrows

indicate the direction and magnitude of velocity up to 9.6 cm/yr.

gion of similar size and strength (Figure 4c) as that of the slab once it penetrates into329

the lower mantle (Figure 4a). The slab is pulled towards this low pressure area, increas-330

ing the slab descent velocity and trailing edge advance rate relative to the reference case331

(Figure 5a,c,e), and forcing the slab into an advancing regime (negative trench retreat)332

with a steep upper mantle dip angle (Figure 5b,d,f). Remnant induced downwelling pulls333

material across the MTZ long before the arrival of slab material at 660 km depth, which334

differs from the two previous cases analysed (Figure 4c), whilst also modifying the man-335

tle wedge and sub-slab poloidal flow cells (Figure 3c). The remnant’s initial sinking ve-336

locity is similar in magnitude as that of the slab once it enters the lower mantle, as ex-337

pected from the similar size and density contrast of the slab and remnant. Over the du-338

ration of our simulation, the remnants’ sinking velocity increases from 3 to 3.5 cm/yr.339

Beyond the initial phase of subduction, the angular distance between the plate and rem-340

nant decreases over time, increasingly aligning the flow fields induced by the slab and341

remnant (Figure 5h,i).342

These cases demonstrate some of the impacts of remnants on the evolution of sub-343

duction systems. Even in the absence of buoyancy anomalies, highly viscous material can344

modulate the flow regime, altering the dynamics and morphology of adjacent descend-345

ing slabs. Negatively buoyant remnants drive downward flow, aiding the descent of ad-346

jacent downgoing slabs. At the same time, slabs aid the descent of remnants. Over time,347

the remnant and slab move towards each other, resulting in an increase in velocity of both348

as the lateral distance between them reduces (Figure 5e,h,i).349

3.2 Role of Remnant Location and Orientation350

We next compare simulations where identical remnants (geometry, volume, den-351

sity and viscosity) are placed in different positions with respect to case W2400, to in-352

vestigate the effect of remnant location and orientation. Cases W2400 Wedge, W2400 Subslab353

and W2400 Under simulate horizontal remnants at varying lateral distances from the ini-354

tial trench position, and at different positions within the asymmetric flow field set up355

behind and in front of the subducting slab. We compare cases W2400 Under and W2400 Under 1000356
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Figure 5. Comparisons between simulations of a 2400 km wide plate with 2400 km wide rem-

nants with different properties, locations and orientations: (a) slab tip depth as a function of

time, where the upper–lower mantle boundary is indicated by the black dotted line at 660 km

depth; (b) amount of trench retreat; (c) amount of plate advance, measured at the plate’s trailing

edge; (d) ratio of trench retreat to total descent, which is the sum of trench retreat and trailing

edge advance; (e) slab sinking velocity; (f) average slab dip in the upper mantle, with the black

dashed line indicating a vertical slab with dip angle of 90◦; (g) remnant depth; (h) remnant sink-

ing velocity; and (i) the minimum angular distance between subducting slab tip and the deepest

point of the remnant. Triangles indicate the time of first slab tip interaction with the viscosity

jump at 660 km depth. All measurements are taken at the symmetry plane.

to investigate how the depth of the remnant modulates its influence on the subducting357

slab. Comparisons between cases W2400 Wedge (horizontally oriented remnant) and W2400 Radial358

(radially oriented remnant) highlight how remnant orientation influences interaction with359

adjacent subducting systems. Remnants of similar mass and shape should set up sim-360

ilar Stokes–sinking mantle flow fields around them, but radially oriented remnants would361

be expected to experience somewhat lower drag than horizontally oriented remnants in362

the gravity driven flow.363

Case W2400 Subslab, where the negatively buoyant remnant is placed in the sub-364

slab region above the transition zone, displays the greatest rate of trench retreat across365
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Figure 6. Slab morphology, illustrated by the viscosity field at the symmetric mid-plane at

12Myr, for cases with 2400 km-wide plates with equally wide remnants: (a) W2400 (reference

case); (b) W2400 Radial; (c) W2400 Wedge; (d) W2400 Subslab; (e) W2400 Under; and (f)

W2400 Under 1000.

all 2400 km wide simulations considered, accounting for ∼ 40% of total subduction (Fig-366

ure 5b,d). The upper mantle portion of the slab has a shallower dip angle than the ref-367

erence case and displays minimal vertical folding (Figures 5f and 6d). Although the rem-368

nant sinks at a velocity close to the remnant of case W2400 Wedge (Figure 5g,h), the369

slab displays the slowest sinking and trailing edge advance velocities of all 2400-km wide370

cases considered with negatively buoyant remnants (Figure 5a,c,e). The remnants in cases371

W2400 Subslab and W2400 Wedge are equidistant from the initial trench location, but372

in case W2400 Subslab it is further away from the slab tip (Figure 5i). Nonetheless, the373

remnant is able to pull the slab laterally, evidenced through enhanced trench retreat rates374

(towards the remnant) and a reduced angular distance of ∼ 4◦ between remnant and375

slab (Figure 5i).376

A negatively buoyant remnant is placed directly below the initial trench location377

in case W2400 Under. In this scenario, we observe the fastest sinking velocities for both378

the subducting plate and the remnant across all 2400-km cases cases considered (Fig-379

ure 5a,e,g,h) as the mantle flow fields set up by the slab and remnant most effectively380

enhance each other. Trench retreat is reduced relative to the reference case, but trail-381

ing edge advance is the largest of all cases considered, accounting for more than 80% of382

total subduction (Figure 5b,c,d). The slab has a steep angle (greater than 69◦ through-383

out the simulation, Figure 5f) and, as a result, slab tip deflection at the transition zone384

is reduced (Figure 6e). The angular distance between the slab tip and the remnant re-385
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Figure 7. Comparisons of: (a) differences in sinking velocity relative to the reference W2400

case (measured when the slab tip is at the same depth) – values above 0 indicate that the pres-

ence of the remnant increases slab sinking velocities; (b) remnant sinking velocities, as a function

of angular distance between remnant and slab tip.

duces initially, as the slab tip rotates towards the remnant; once their angular distance386

is 0◦ (i.e., the descending slab is radially above the deepest point of remnant), the slab387

and remnant move in the same radial direction. We note that when the remnant is placed388

deeper, 1000 km below the trench (case W2400 Under 1000), its influence on the slab is389

reduced, although general trends for each diagnostic are similar to Case W2400 Under.390

In case W2400 Radial, the remnant is oriented radially in the mantle wedge be-391

tween 300 and 700 km depth, 500 km away from the initial trench position. The orien-392

tation and location of the remnant in closer proximity to the descending slab and a some-393

what stronger remnant flow field drive an increase in trench advance and the slab’s up-394

per mantle dip angle compared with the W2400 Wedge case. Indeed, of all 2400-km wide395

cases considered, this displays the most trench advance and the steepest upper mantle396

slab dip angle (Figure 5b,d,f), albeit with a similar slab sinking velocity and plate ad-397

vance velocity to its horizontal counterpart, W2400 Wedge (Figure 5a,c,e). The angu-398

lar distance between the slab and remnant remains stable after slab transition zone in-399

teraction, whereas in the horizontal W2400Wedge case, the angular distance continues400

to reduce (Figure 5i). At this stage of model evolution, the radial remnant and slab are401

descending in their respective radial directions towards the centre of the sphere, hence402

there is no longer any effective lateral flow pulling them towards each other (Figure 6b).403

Horizontal remnants in W2400 Wedge and W2400 Subslab cases rotate towards the de-404

scending slab so that their angular distances reduce while the slab also moves towards405

the remnant either through advance or retreat.406

The distance between the remnant and the subducting slab plays an important role407

in determining remnant impact on the subduction process. As shown in Figure 7(a), neg-408

atively buoyant remnants can increase slab sinking velocities even when displaced hor-409

izontally ∼ 1000 km from the slab tip, with an increase in sinking velocity of ∼ 0.5 to410

∼ 1.0 cm/yr relative to the reference case in Case W2400 Subslab, at an angular dis-411

tance of 8◦. Cases W2400 Wedge, W2400 Under and W2400 Under 1000 demonstrate412

that the increase in slab sinking velocity relative to the reference case is proportional to413
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the proximity of a negatively buoyant remnant, with relative sinking velocities generally414

increasing as the slab-remnant distance decreases, as slab and remnant flow fields align415

more closely. Where distances between the remnant and slab are less than 100-200 km,416

sinking velocities can be enhanced by up to a factor of 2 (see also Figure 5e). A com-417

parable effect is also measured for the remnant, as shown in Figure 7(b), where all rem-418

nants exhibit higher sinking velocities as they approach the subducting slab.419

These cases demonstrate that, for a given buoyancy anomaly, the proximity of a420

remnant to a subducting slab (both laterally and radially) controls its ability to accel-421

erate slab descent. Furthermore, more energy is expended on horizontal transportation422

and/or rotation of the downgoing slab when the lateral distance between remnant and423

slab increases. If the remnant is located in front of a subducting slab, the slab tends to424

advance and steepen, but if the remnant is located behind the subducting slab, beneath425

the downgoing plate, the trench retreats to reduce the distance between slab and rem-426

nant. Downgoing flow from the descending slab also rotates horizontal remnants towards427

the slab, reducing the angular distance between them. These motions lead to increas-428

ing alignment of the flow set up by the slab and remnant. As a result, when the rem-429

nant and slab are oriented radially in the direction of gravity, further rotations or lat-430

eral movements are minimal, with their angular distance unchanged for the remainder431

of their descent.432
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W2400 Wedge half, W2400 Subslab, W2400 Subslab half at simulation times of: (a) 4Myr; (b)

8Myr; and (c) 12Myr.
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Figure 9. Comparisons between simulations of a 2400 km wide plate with remnants of differ-

ent widths and positions: (a) slab tip depth as a function of time, where the upper–lower mantle

boundary is indicated by the black dotted line at 660 km depth; (b) amount of trench retreat;

(c) amount of plate advance, measured at the plate’s trailing edge; (d) ratio of trench retreat

to total descent, which is the sum of trench retreat and trailing edge advance; (e) slab sinking

velocity; (f) average slab dip in the upper mantle, with the black dashed line indicating a vertical

slab with dip angle of 90◦; (g) remnant depth; (h) remnant sinking velocity; and (i) the minimum

angular distance between subducting slab tip and the deepest point of the remnant. Triangles

indicate the time of first slab tip transition-zone interaction. All measurements are taken at the

symmetry plane.

3.3 Role of Remnant Size and Slab Width433

Subduction zones develop curvatures at their edges due to toroidal flow around the434

slab. The evolution of trench shape depends on plate age and width: narrow plates tend435

to develop ‘C’-shaped trenches, where the trench retreats most at the centre, while wider436

plates tend towards developing ‘W’-shaped curvatures, where trench retreat is lower at437

the centre and the edges of the slab (e.g., Schellart et al., 2007; F. Chen et al., 2022b).438

Here, we examine the influence of remnants for cases with plate widths of 2400 and 4800 km,439

which develop ‘C’ and ‘W’-shaped trenches in their reference cases, respectively (W2400440

and W4800: Figures 8 and 10).441
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3.3.1 Influence on 2400-km wide slabs442

Our previous work demonstrates that trenches consistently develop an elongated443

‘C’-shape for 2400 km wide slabs (F. Chen et al., 2022b). In cases W2400 Wedge and444

W2400 Subslab, the addition of a full-width remnant does not modify predicted ‘C’-shaped445

trench curvature (Figure 8), despite influencing trench motions, as discussed in Section446

3.2.447

To examine the influence of smaller remnants, we investigate two additional cases448

with remnant widths that are half of the plate width, positioned beneath the centre of449

the trench. The half-width remnant in Case W2400 Wedge half has a lower sinking ve-450

locity (maximum of ∼ 3.2 cm/yr) than its full-width remnant counterpart (maximum451

of ∼ 3.6 cm/yr – Figure 9h) and, hence, drives less of an increase in slab descent veloc-452

ity. As a result, relative to its full-width equivalent, the slab sinks slower with less trail-453

ing edge advance, at a shallower dip angle (Figure 9a,c,f). The half-width remnant is also454

less able to pull the slab towards it. As a result, despite significantly reduced trench re-455

treat rates compared to case W2400, the trench remains in a retreating regime, rather456

than entering the advancing regime of case W2400 Wedge (Figure 9b,d). While the an-457

gular distance between the half-width remnant and the centre of the plate reduces (Fig-458

ure 9i), no significant curvature develops along the trench (Figure 8).459

The half-width remnant in Case W2400 Subslab half drives a similar response to460

Case W2400 Wedge half, with its influence on the subducting plate less than its corre-461

sponding full-width case, W2400 Subslab. Due to the lower remnant sinking velocity (max-462

imum of ∼ 3.3 cm/yr versus ∼ 3.9 cm/yr in W2400 Subslab), the slab in W2400 Subslab half463

sinks slower, whilst trench retreat and trailing edge advance also reduce (Figure 9), with464

a negligible influence on trench curvature.465

Thus, smaller remnants have less of an influence on the descending slab than full-466

width remnants. This is in line with expectations from their Stokes sinking velocities (Eq.467

1). On 2400-km wide cases that tend to develop ‘C’-shaped trenches, such remnants are468

unable to generate sufficient pull to overcome the bending resistance of the subducting469

plate, with trench shape remaining similar to corresponding reference cases.470

3.3.2 Influence on 4800-km wide slabs471

At a plate width of 4800 km, the reference case (W4800) develops a ‘W’-shaped trench472

(‘S’-shaped in the halved domain, Figure 10) with the centre of the trench stagnating473

at its initial location. In this section, we examine the effects of full-width remnants via474

cases W4800 Under, W4800 Wedge, and W4800 Subslab; and half-width remnants via475

cases W4800 Wedge half and W4800 Subslab half.476

Similar to case W2400 Under, where the remnant is placed directly beneath the477

trench, case W4800 Under also displays the fastest descent velocities for both the sub-478

ducting slab and the remnant over all 4800 km wide cases considered (Figure 11a,e,g,h).479

As in its 2400 km wide equivalent, this case displays elevated trailing edge advance and480

a steeper upper mantle dip angle compared to its reference case (Figure 11c,f). The trench481

advances from its initial location (Figure 11b), with the ‘W’-shaped curvature less promi-482

nent compared to the reference case (Figure 10, Figure 12a,b).483

The full-width remnant in case W4800 Wedge drives significant trench advance and484

steepening of the subducting slab (Figure 11b,d,f). Trench curvature is reduced relative485

to the reference case (Figure 10), and slab morphology becomes more uniform along strike486

(Figure 12c). The half-width remnant (case W4800 Wedge half) is less able to drive trench487

advance at the symmetry plane (Figure 11b,d). However, as this anomaly is placed be-488

low the stagnating region of the trench, it enhances the contrast in trench curvature be-489
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tween the advancing centre and the retreating edges of the slab (Figure 10), driving sub-490

stantial along-strike variations in slab morphology (Figure 12d).491

Sub-slab remnants in cases W4800 Subslab and W4800 Subslab half increase trench492

retreat while reducing the upper mantle slab dip angle (Figure 11b,d,f). On the sym-493

metry plane, full-width and half-width remnants have similar effects on slab dynamics,494

except that the angular distance between the slab and remnant reduces more for the full-495

width remnant. The full-width remnant reduces ‘W’-shaped trench curvature, but not496

to the same extent as the half-width remnant, which almost generates an elongated ‘C’-497

shaped trench with a straight centre (Figure 10). The localised retreat-driving flow in-498

duced by the half-width sub-slab remnant counteracts the subducting plate’s natural ten-499

dency to stagnate at the centre, limiting along-strike variations in trench retreat veloc-500

ity.501

In summary, the trench shape of wider subduction systems are more strongly in-502

fluenced by remnants than narrower plates. Because of the larger width, the effect of toroidal503

flow around the slab is limited to regions within 1000-1500 km from the slab edges. When504

additional descent-driving forces act uniformly along strike, the relative impact of toroidal505

flow at the edge reduces, resulting in less trench curvature. When a half-width remnant506

drives the slab centre to retreat, counteracting the natural tendency of the trench to stag-507

nate, the trench remains relatively straight. Conversely, when the half-width remnant508

acts to enhance slab stagnation at the centre, the trench is able to develop increased cur-509
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Figure 10. Spatio-temporal evolution of trench locations for cases W4800, W4800 Under,

W4800 Wedge, W4800 Wedge half, W4800 Subslab, and W4800 Subslab half at simulation times

of (a) 4Myr, (b) 8Myr, and (c) 12Myr.
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Figure 11. Comparisons between simulations of a 4800 km wide plate with remnants of differ-

ent widths and positions: (a) slab tip depth as a function of time, where the upper–lower mantle

boundary is indicated by the black dotted line at 660 km depth; (b) amount of trench retreat;

(c) amount of plate advance, measured at the plate’s trailing edge; (d) ratio of trench retreat

to total descent, which is the sum of trench retreat and trailing edge advance; (e) slab sinking

velocity; (f) average slab dip in the upper mantle, with the black dashed line indicating a vertical

slab with dip angle of 90◦; (g) remnant depth; (h) remnant sinking velocity; and (i) the minimum

angular distance between subducting slab tip and the deepest point of the remnant.Triangles

indicate the time of first slab tip transition-zone interaction. All measurements are taken at the

symmetry plane.

vature. For narrower plates, these different driving forces act in close proximity along510

the trench, and are typically unable to overcome the plate bending resistance and, hence,511

these slabs remain in a ‘C’-shape, regardless of remnant size and location.512

3.4 Asymmetric Remnants513

While the hemispherical cases allow us to systematically explore how remnants with514

different properties interact with subducting slabs, the full spherical models considered515

in this section allow us to demonstrate asymmetric slab interactions with neutrally and516

negatively buoyant remnants via cases Asym Under Neutral and Asym Wedge Negative.517
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 12. 3-D morphology of 4800 km wide plates at 12Myr: (a) W4800 (reference case);

(b) W4800 Under; (c) W2400 Wedge; (d) W2400 Wedge half; (e) W2400 Subslab; and (f)

W2400 Subslab half.

Case Asym Under Neutral is designed to examine the effect of an active slab partially518

subducting on to a stagnant remnant at the transition zone, where the remnant is not519

actively sinking and driving mantle flow. Case Asym Wedge Negative allows us to illus-520

trate a more dramatic influence of a remnant, where it actively drives a downwelling flow521

cell in front of the subduction zone segment that displays the most trench retreat in the522

corresponding reference case.523

For Case Asym Under Neutral, where half of the subducting slab descends into a524

neutrally buoyant remnant, slab descent is reduced locally, as evidenced by the along-525

strike variations in slab tip depth illustrated in Figures 13(a) and 14(a,c): the remnant’s526

high viscosity hinders slab sinking, with the slab deflecting and resting above the rem-527

nant. At the edge of the remnant, the slab tip’s depth transitions to the same state as528

the case without a remnant, penetrating deeper. These variations drive small changes529

in trench morphology, with more bulging observed towards the trench centre, and the530

region of most advance/stagnation shifted towards the remnant side when compared to531

the reference case (Figure 13c).532

In case Asym Wedge Negative, the negatively buoyant remnant drives an increase533

in slab sinking velocities (Figures 13b and 14b,d) and strongly enhances trench advance534

along the proximal segment of the slab (Figure 13c). This highlights the asymmetric re-535

sponse: not only is trench advance enhanced, but the location of most advance shifts from536

the centre of the subducting plate (as in case W4800) towards the remnant (Figure 13c),537
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Figure 13. Along-strike variations of asymmetric spherical remnant models: (a) and (b)

– variations in slab tip depth along the subducting slab for cases Asym Under Neutral and

Asym Wedge Negative, respectively, at times of 12 Myr (solid lines) and 21 Myr (dashed lines).

Distance along trench is defined as the distance from the symmetry plane in the direction par-

allel to the initial trench location. Blue boxes mark the initial trench section that is underlain

by the remnant (they share the same latitude), note that the width of the remnant extends be-

yond the plotted region in (b); (c) trench shapes and the amount of retreat for cases W4800,

Asym Under Neutral, and Asym Wedge Negative at 12Myr and 21Myr. Case W4800 was simu-

lated in the hemispherical domain, thus for comparative purposes, the trench profile is mirrored

at the symmetry plane.

illustrating the remnant’s ability to alter trench shape and drive substantial along-strike538

variations in slab morphology (Figure 14e,f). To demonstrate how such a complex sys-539

tem evolves, we extended the simulation time of this case to 21 Myr: the system con-540

tinues to develop more complex trench curvature and associated slab morphology as sub-541

duction evolves.542
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Figure 14. Slab and remnant morphology at 12Myr for cases Asym Under Neutral (a,c) and

Asym Wedge Negative (b,d), and at 21Myr for the case Asym Wedge Negative (e,f) from dif-

ferent orientations. The subducting slabs are coloured by depth, with different colourbars used

for at 12Myr (a–d) and 21Myr (e,f) to highlight variations in slab tip depth. The remnant is

coloured in blue with the lower mantle in green.

4 Discussion543

4.1 Applicability of Models544

Our models are a simplified representation of Earth’s subduction systems, but they545

provide fundamental insight into the first–order effects that slab remnants have on ac-546

tive subduction zones, and vice-versa. They are executed in a 3-D spherical shell domain,547

which is important for simulating Earth’s subduction systems, particularly those that548

exceed 2400 km in width (F. Chen et al., 2022a). They also better capture the mechan-549

ical properties of subducting slabs than previous global models of mantle convection that550

incorporate slab remnants (e.g. Bunge et al., 2002; Yanagisawa et al., 2010; Lowman,551

2011; Becker & Faccenna, 2011; D. R. Davies et al., 2012, 2015).552

There are, however, simplifications of our model setup that may influence the evo-553

lution of slab morphologies and velocities. For example, the mantle transition zone is sim-554

ulated solely as a viscosity jump that hampers flow into the lower mantle (e.g. Hager555

& Richards, 1989). We do not account for phase transitions, which will (temporarily)556
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further resist material transfer across this boundary (e.g., Ringwood, 1975; Ito & Yamada,557

1982; Goes et al., 2017). Such a simplification may lead to our models predicting less transition–558

zone slab stagnation. Another limitation of our model set-up is the lack of an overrid-559

ing plate, which will influence predicted trench migration rates and associated trench ge-560

ometries and slab morphologies (e.g., Jarrard, 1986; Lallemand et al., 2005; Heuret et561

al., 2007; Capitanio, Stegman, et al., 2010; van Dinther et al., 2010; Garel et al., 2014).562

Finally, our model set-up lacks the evolution of the temperature field. The thermal struc-563

ture of a subducting plate controls its thickness, density and rheology. While we use visco-564

plastic upper and lower layers of the subducting plate to mimic the deformation predicted565

by thermo-mechanical subduction models with non-linear temperature and stress depen-566

dent rheology, the diffusion of temperature and variations in thickness and buoyancy from567

ridge to trench are not captured in our simulations (e.g., OzBench et al., 2008; Stegman568

et al., 2010; Capitanio, 2013; Garel et al., 2014; Agrusta et al., 2017; F. Chen et al., 2022b).569

Furthermore, on Earth, the rheology of slabs and remnants changes with temperature,570

such that remnants at depth could become less plate-like than those considered herein571

(e.g., van Hunen et al., 2001; Andrews & Billen, 2009; Stadler et al., 2010). Nonethe-572

less, assuming a thermal diffusivity of 1.0×10−6 m2 s−1, the time it takes for a 70 km573

thick slab to cool substantially would be ∼ 40 Myr. At an upper mantle sinking speed574

of 5-10 cm/yr, a slab crosses the upper mantle in 6-12 Myrs and thus retains most of its575

rheological contrast with background mantle. Buoyancy is modified even less, because576

while the thermal signature diffuses as the slab sinks, the integrated negative buoyancy577

only decreases if parts of the slab are sufficiently weakened that they can be eroded or578

removed by flow. Consequently, over the depth and time range investigated here, the im-579

pact of thermal diffusion on slab-remnant interaction will be secondary to the effects of580

density and strength contrasts that our models capture (e.g., Jarvis & Lowman, 2007;581

Kundu & Santosh, 2011; Quéré et al., 2013). We are therefore confident that our cho-582

sen model design, alongside the systematic comparisons across our model cases, isolates583

how different remnant properties (e.g., density, size, location) influence slab dynamics.584

4.2 Potential Influences of Remnants on Subduction Zones585

Based on the importance of slab pull for driving surface plate motions (e.g., Forsyth586

& Uyeda, 1975; Lithgow-Bertelloni & Richards, 1998; Becker & O’Connell, 2001), along-587

side the fact that regional subduction models predict an important role for incoming plate588

age and strength in dictating the dynamics of subduction (e.g., Bellahsen et al., 2005;589

Stegman et al., 2010; Garel et al., 2014; Suchoy et al., 2021), many studies have exam-590

ined the correlations between different subduction parameters (e.g., Cruciani et al., 2005;591

Heuret & Lallemand, 2005; Lallemand et al., 2005; Doglioni et al., 2007; Vérard et al.,592

2015; Verard, 2019) in an attempt to reveal what drives the observed diversity of sub-593

duction tectonics. While global correlations between some observed subduction features594

can be established, such as slab dip and back-arc deformation with upper plate motion595

and upper plate thickness, be it with notable exceptions (e.g. Lallemand et al., 2005; Heuret596

& Lallemand, 2005), many other parameters have poor correlations (e.g. Cruciani et al.,597

2005; Doglioni et al., 2007; Vérard et al., 2015). Our results demonstrate the ability of598

slab remnants to significantly enhance sinking velocities and affect trench motion. It is599

therefore likely that the effect of mantle flow driven by subducted remnants contributes600

to an explanation for these poor correlations.601

One of our key findings is that the downwelling flow generated by negatively buoy-602

ant slab remnants can enhance the descent of nearby subducting plates. Numerical mod-603

els have suggested that slab sinking velocity should increase with plate age, which en-604

hances slab pull (e.g., Goes et al., 2011; Garel et al., 2014; Agrusta et al., 2017; F. Chen605

et al., 2022b). Nonetheless, despite there being some positive velocity-age trend for larger606

plates (e.g. Lallemand et al., 2005; Goes et al., 2011), overall there is a poor correlation607

between subducting plate velocities and age (e.g., in the recent global plate reconstruc-608

tions of Müller et al., 2016, 2019). This suggests that there are factors, other than age,609
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impacting the velocities of subducting plates, one of which may be the interaction with610

nearby remnants or ongoing subducting slabs. As shown in Figures 5, 9 and 11 (panel611

e), a nearby negatively buoyant remnant can increase slab sinking velocities. Such slab-612

remnant interactions would complicate the trend of measured plate velocities with sub-613

ducting plate age. Likewise, interaction with remnants may provide a plausible expla-614

nation for slabs currently residing at a deeper depth than expected from tectonic recon-615

structions, such as the Arabia and Kalimantan slabs, as noted by van der Meer et al. (2018).616

In addition to increasing slab sinking velocities, the downwelling flow driven by neg-617

atively buoyant remnants can potentially help to sustain or initiate subduction. Our re-618

sults suggest that slabs and remnants tend to move towards each other, which may help619

to anchor and sustain subduction at a given location for a prolonged period of time. There620

is a strong correlation between subduction zone initiation events and the presence of nearby621

previous subduction (Crameri et al., 2020). Pysklywec and Ishii (2005) used 2-D numer-622

ical models to demonstrate that slab remnants may trigger slab detachment, and sub-623

sequent initiation of subduction of the opposite polarity. Nikolaeva et al. (2010) mod-624

elled subduction initiation at passive margins, and suggested the criteria for spontaneous625

initiation are hard to achieve naturally. Even in other settings, it seems subduction ini-626

tiation usually requires additional forcing (e.g. Lallemand & Arcay, 2021). Capitanio and627

Replumaz (2013) modelled slab break-off, and showed that while break-off episodes pro-628

vide short-lived and localised large stresses in the upper plate interior, the detached slab629

remnants sustained the subduction dynamics that drive convergent motion. Such dynam-630

ics could explain long-lived under thrusting at the India-Asia convergence zone and episodic631

lithospheric faulting in the Asian continent. Significant downwelling from detached slabs632

may also facilitate the continuation of subduction. For example, the remnant of the Izanagi633

plate may have provided the driving force for Pacific Plate subduction at the East Asian634

margin after the sub-parallel subduction of the Izanagi-Pacific ridge at ∼ 50Ma (e.g.635

Seton et al., 2015; Wu & Wu, 2019).636

Our models also show that remnants can influence trench shape. Observed along-637

strike variations in trench shape have been attributed to different factors: (i) the influ-638

ence of upper plate heterogeneity (e.g. Capitanio, Stegman, et al., 2010; Arnulf et al.,639

2022); (ii) the impact of subducting a buoyant anomaly, such as ridges and oceanic plateaus,640

which resist subduction and trench retreat (e.g. Mason et al., 2010; Suchoy et al., 2022);641

and (iii) plate width, where the centre of a wider plate tends to retreat less than the edges,642

or even stagnate, resulting in a ‘W’-shaped trench (e.g. Schellart et al., 2007; F. Chen643

et al., 2022b). Our models suggest that depending on a remnants’ location relative to644

the subducting plate, it can either enhance trench curvature (as in case W4800 Wedge half,645

Figure 10), reduce trench curvature (most notably in case W4800 Subslab half, Figure646

10), induce trench rotation towards the remnant (case Asym Wedge Negative, Figure647

13c), or influence the location of the protruding stagnation zone along the trench (case648

Asym Wedge Negative, Figure 13c). Whilst both slab remnants and buoyant ridges could649

lead to localised convex curvature at the trench, there is a clear distinction between them:650

at the protruding centre of the trench induced by a remnant, the slab is advancing for-651

ward with a steep dip (Figure 11b,f). This differs to the stagnating trench shape induced652

by the subduction of a buoyant anomaly, which is associated with shallower dip angles653

(Suchoy et al., 2022).654

Our models suggest that the coupled flow from negatively buoyant remnants and655

the downgoing subducting slab acts to reduce the distance between them, primarily via656

rotation. This rotation is seen in the increasing slab dip (panel f in Figures 5, 9 and 11)657

and remnant rotation in Figure 6(d,e). However, such a rotation is limited by the direc-658

tion of gravity: when the remnant and slab are descending in a radial orientation aligned659

with gravity, they cannot rotate any further, as illustrated by case W2400 Radial, and660

they do not further approach. This contributes to an explanation of why many distinct661
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slab fragments are still imaged in the mantle (e.g., Ren et al., 2007; Wu & Suppe, 2018;662

Braszus et al., 2021; van der Meer et al., 2018).663

Finally, it has long been recognised that super-continents assemble and break up664

episodically throughout Earth’s history, and this cycle is intimately linked to whole-mantle665

convection (e.g., Nance et al., 1988; Rogers & Santosh, 2003; Nance et al., 2014; Rolf et666

al., 2014; Mitchell et al., 2021). In particular, the assembly stage of super-continent cy-667

cles is heavily influenced by subduction. Collins (2003) suggested that long-lived slab668

pull forces controlled Pangaean assembly and dispersal, whilst Santosh et al. (2009) sug-669

gested that the process of super continent assembly is driven by super-downwelling through670

double-sided subduction as seen in the Western Pacific. Our models suggest that the down-671

welling flow generated by slab remnants can concentrate the locations of slabs, leading672

to the potential development of super-downwellings. The negative buoyancy of these ac-673

cumulated remnants may also aid subduction initiation of overlying oceanic lithosphere,674

which further concentrates negative buoyancy and feedbacks into potential super-downwelling675

systems. Therefore, based on our results, we speculate that the location and volume of676

remnant slabs in the mantle may be a crucial factor controlling ongoing and new sub-677

duction zones, global plate reorganisation events and super-continent cycles.678

4.3 Examples of Slab-Remnant Interactions679

Seismic tomography studies (e.g., Li et al., 2008; van der Meer et al., 2018) show680

an abundance of remnants in the mantle within close proximity to active subduction zones681

(see Figure 1). These regions typically have complex tectonic histories, and the results682

from our models may contribute towards an improved understanding of how the evolu-683

tion of these subduction systems have been shaped by interactions with nearby remnants.684

Given that such remnants are scattered around the globe and are capable of affecting685

subduction zones that range in scale from the large (e.g., Tethyan and Farallon subduc-686

tion) to the small (e.g. South-East Asian subduction zones), it is important to under-687

stand slab-remnant interactions. Below, we highlight a few examples of where slab-remnant688

interaction may have affected tectonic evolution.689

Closure of the Tethys Oceans left substantial subducted remnants below a region690

extending from the Mediterranean subduction zones to the India-Eurasian collision. To-691

mographic imaging shows that slab remnants from Tethyan subduction under India are692

located near the ancient locations where they began subduction, and that Tethyan slab693

remnants are largely above previous subducted fragments, implying only small amounts694

of lateral movement, which is an indication of an anchored and ongoing subduction sys-695

tem (e.g. van der Voo et al., 1999; Hafkenscheid et al., 2006). This is similar to our W2400 Under696

model, where the downwelling flow from the pre-existing remnant reduces the distance697

between the remnant and the subducting slab and effectively pins the location of sub-698

duction (Figure 5i).699

Capitanio, Morra, et al. (2010) examined the force balance required to drive recon-700

structed plate motions associated the India-Asia convergence, showing that these are three701

times higher than what can be explained by this subduction system in isolation. They702

suggest that this may result from the flow field created by Paleo-Tethys slabs sinking through703

the lower mantle. This was confirmed by Becker and Faccenna (2011), who suggested704

that the mantle drag exerted on the base of the lithosphere acts like a ‘conveyor belt’,705

driving ongoing indentation of the Indian and Arabian plates into Eurasia. Furthermore,706

the flow patterns generated by the relics of west Tethyan subduction may have aided Mediter-707

ranean subduction and its rollback (Faccenna et al., 2014). These studies, considered along-708

side our results, demonstrate a key role for remnant-induced mantle flow in the tectonic709

force-balance.710

Seismic tomography models illuminate remnants of the Farallon and possibly other711

plates in and below the mantle transition zone below the North America plate (van der712
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Lee & Nolet, 1997; Goes & van der Lee, 2002; Ren et al., 2007; Sigloch et al., 2008). These713

remnants could have driven downwelling flow that aided scenarios where multiple basins714

subducted on top of each other, generating large-scale tomographic anomalies interpreted715

as vertical ‘slab walls’, and facilitating proposed subduction polarity flips (Sigloch & Mi-716

halynuk, 2013). Remnants currently in the lower mantle below the northwestern United717

States have been attributed to subduction that started at an intra-oceanic arc west of718

the North American continental margin (e.g. Ren et al., 2007; Sigloch & Mihalynuk, 2013)719

and, although other factors likely contributed to the westward motion of the North Amer-720

ica plate (e.g. Müller et al., 2019), the flow generated by these slab remnants could have721

aided such motion.722

The Antilles and South American subduction zones are tectonically complex. The723

Antilles slab appears to be highly fragmented (e.g. Bezada et al., 2010; van Benthem et724

al., 2013; Braszus et al., 2021) and is affected by motions of the major surrounding plates.725

It is suggested that some Antillean slab fragments are currently located in the lower man-726

tle beneath northeastern South America (e.g. van Benthem et al., 2013; Braszus et al.,727

2021). Other subducted remnants, likely from Farallon subduction, have also been iden-728

tified in the mantle transition zone and lower mantle below southeastern North Amer-729

ica (e.g. Bunge & Grand, 2000; Ren et al., 2007; Sigloch et al., 2008). Flow associated730

with these relic slabs could well have facilitated subduction and the penetration of Far-731

allon and Nazca slabs into the lower mantle beneath Central America and north-central732

South America (e.g., van der Meer et al., 2018). Furthermore, in conjunction with the733

effects of plate width (e.g. Schellart, 2017; F. Chen et al., 2022b) and the subduction of734

buoyant anomalies (e.g. Gutscher et al., 1999; Suchoy et al., 2022), slab fragments be-735

low northern South America could have enhanced oroclinal bending of the trench at Bo-736

livia, similar to the enhanced trench curvature predicted for case W4800 Wedge half herein.737

South East Asia has a complex tectonic history and, as a result, a complex under-738

lying mantle structure (e.g. Replumaz et al., 2004; Hall & Spakman, 2015; van der Meer739

et al., 2018; Pilia et al., 2023). Material subducted along the former Banda trench forms740

a large flat lying remnant just below the mantle transition zone (Spakman & Hall, 2010);741

and despite the ‘stalled’ appearance of the slab, its stagnation at 660 km discontinuity742

may well be transient (Goes et al., 2017), in which case its negative buoyancy likely en-743

hances subduction and sinking of the many small slabs below northeastern Indonesia and744

the Philippines. The remnant in the sub-slab region of the lower mantle beneath Sumatra–745

Andaman has been associated with Tethyan subduction (e.g. Widiyantoro & van der Hilst,746

1997; Hafkenscheid et al., 2006; Spakman & Hall, 2010); and based on our results, a rem-747

nant in such a location relative to the subducting plate is likely to drive trench retreat748

and back-arc opening behind Andaman.749

Below the Tonga-New Hebrides plate boundary, seismic tomography models sug-750

gest distinct 3-D structures that represent slab remnants from past subduction at the751

Melanesia Arc (e.g. W.-P. Chen & Brudzinski, 2001; Hall & Spakman, 2002). As occurs752

in our models, active subduction in this region is likely affected by the negative buoy-753

ancy of these remnants (Pysklywec et al., 2003; Pysklywec & Ishii, 2005). Variable sink-754

ing velocities along the subduction zone, suggested based on tectonic reconstructions (Schellart755

& Spakman, 2012), could be an indicator of a non-uniform, asymmetric influence from756

remnants, similar to the case Asym Wedge Negative analysed herein.757

5 Conclusions758

We have presented a suite of subduction models in a 3-D hemispherical shell do-759

main, investigating how different slab remnant properties – density, size, location and760

orientation – influence interaction with a nearby subduction zone. We have also presented761

two full spherical models with an asymmetric setup, to illustrate the effect of remnants762

in driving asymmetric along-strike variations in trench shape and slab morphology.763
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Our models show that downwelling flow generated by negatively buoyant slab rem-764

nants can be of similar scale and magnitude as that of the subducting slab and when lo-765

cated within a few 100 to 1000 km from the slab tip, this flow enhances the sinking ve-766

locity of nearby actively subducting slabs by up to a factor 2 (depending on remnant size767

and location). The joint effects of remnant downwelling and slab pull may explain the768

observed poor correlations between subducting plate velocities and the age of the sub-769

ducting lithosphere.770

The location of a remnant relative to a nearby subduction system can be an im-771

portant factor controlling the evolution of trench shape. Sinking remnants and subduct-772

ing slabs move towards each other via rotation, leading to increasing alignment of the773

flow set up by the slab and remnant. Remnants located in the sub-slab region, under the774

incoming plate, tend enhance trench retreat, whereas remnants on the mantle wedge side775

facilitate trench advance. For wide subduction zones in particular, which develop a con-776

vex trench stagnation/advance zone at their centre, the mantle flow field generated by777

a sinking remnant can influence along-strike trench shape variation and potentially drive778

the convex stagnation point away from the centre of the trench towards the remnant.779

This process may have contributed to trench evolution in regions such as the Bolivian780

Orocline above the Nazca subduction system.781

With the abundance of relic subduction fragments that have been identified in man-782

tle tomography, and examples of interactions with subduction zones around the globe,783

we suggest that slab-remnant interaction is an important process that influences sub-784

duction dynamics on Earth, significantly affecting plate velocities and trench shapes. Rem-785

nants likely also help to anchor and sustain subduction systems, and facilitate subduc-786

tion initiation events that drive large-scale plate reorganisations and super-continent cy-787

cles.788
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